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Abstract 

This thesis explores the cooperative communications in wireless networks. 

Working by cooperating with other transmitting nodes, the cooperative com-

munication has a great potential in wireless ad hoc networks, where some 

nodes act as relays for others. This can provide a new approach of diversity, 

cooperative diversity, to exploit the broadcast nature of the wireless transmis-

sion, and can greatly improve the system performance even when other forms 

of diversity are not available. In this way, cooperation can save the energy, 

improve the reliability, and increase the pathloss saving for the system. 

We first study the single-source multiple-relay decode-and-forward cooper-

ation system. The relays cooperate in a repetition way to help the source node. 

We apply a simple detector, where no channel state information between the 

source node and the relay node is available at the destination, and maximal ra-

tio combining is performed without considering whether the forwarded symbol 

from the relay is incorrect. We analyze the impact of the detection error at the 

relay node to the system performance. It is demonstrated that the detection 

errors at the relay node result in an error floor effect. To compensate for such 

effect, we propose a relay selection protocol, and the analysis and simulation 

results show that it can lower the error floor and nearly achieve full diversity 

order. 

Next, we extend to the multiple-source multiple-relay cooperation system. 

In the cooperative transmission protocol we proposed, the relay nodes not only 

decode and forward the symbols from the source nodes, but also encode the 
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incoming symbols according to the pre-assigned cooperative code, resulting 

in higher efficiency and flexibility compared with previous repetition-coded 

cooperation system. With the general design rules we get, we can make a 

tradeoff between the achievable diversity order and the data rate. We analyze 

the impact of the noisy fading interuser channel between the source nodes 

and the relay nodes on the system performance, and then propose an adaptive 

symbol selection protocol to compensate for it. The analysis and the simulation 

results show that the proposed system achieves full diversity order. 

Then we study the decode-and-forward cooperative multihop transmission. 

Different from conventional multihop transmission, each node achieves the spa-

tial diversity by combining all the independently fading symbols from previ-

ous nodes on the route line. We consider the possibility for the relay node 

to forward error-detected symbols, and apply the relay selection protocol to 

compensate for it. The bit error rate is derived for the cooperation system, 

and the comparison with the conventional multihop transmission shows that 

this system can achieve full diversity order. Practical cooperative range and 

the impact of relay nodes distribution on the system performance are discussed 

for the practical implementation. Taking 2-hop cooperative transmission for 

an example, we also show that the equal power allocation and even distance 

distribution are adequate for practical systems. At the end of this part, we 

give a discussion on doing cooperation in general ad hoc networks. Coopera-

tive multihop transmission and multipath routing are examples, and general 

network coding theory is used to design cooperative codes for cooperation. 
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摘要 

本論文研究暸無綫網絡中的閤作通信。閤作通信是通過不同結點之間的協同 

工作來實現的，所以它在有很多結點充當中繼的無綫網絡中會有很大的應 

用。閤作通信可以提供一種新的分集方式一閤作分集，以充分利用無錢傳輸 

的廣播特性，並且在無法等到其他分集方式的情況下它依然有傚。閤作通信 

可以節省傳輸能量，提高可靠性，降低繫統的路徑損耗。 

我們首先研究暸單信源、多中繼解碼一傳輸閤作繫統。在這種繫統中， 

中繼通過一種重復傳輸的方式來幫助信源結點傳輸信息。我們假設在接受尚 

沒有信源一中繼信道的信道信息，接受淸不管中繼傳輸信息的對錯都採用最 

大比閤並。我們分析暸在中繼解碼的錯誤對整個繫統性能的影響，結果顯示 

這樣的誤碼會使繫統産生誤碼平麵傚應。為暸消除這種傚應，我們提駒暸一 

種中繼選擇協議，分析以及徬真結果證實暸這種協議可以實現完全分集增 

益。 

接着，我們研究暸多信源、多中繼閤作繫統。在我們提駒的傳輸協議 

中，中繼不僅僅解碼並且傳送，而且對不同信源傳來的信息根據事先指定 

的“閤作碼”進行編碼然后再傳輸，這樣可以提高傚率和靈活性。我們給駒暸 

一些基本的設計規則，從而可以在要達到的分集增益和傳輸速率之間實現一 

個折衷。我們分析暸信源和中繼之間的衰落信道對繫統性能的影響，並且提 

齣暸一個自適應的碼選擇協議來消除這種影響。分析以及徬真結果顯示我們 

提齒句的協議可以實現完全的分集增益。 

最后我們研究暸解碼一傳輸閤作多跳傳輸繫統。和傳統的多跳傳輸不 

同，在閤作多跳傳輸中，每個結點通過接受路由路徑上在它之前所有結點傳 

輸的信息來實現一種空間分集傚果。我們放慮暸中繼結點傳輸錯誤信息的可 
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能性，並用中繼選擇協議來消除它的影響。我們給駒暸閤作繫統的誤碼率， 

並且和傳統的多跳繋統進行比較，結果顯示我們的閤作繫統可以實現完全分 

集增益。我們還討論暸實際中需要放慮的協作範圍以及中繼結點的分佈對繫 

統的影響。以一個2跳閤作繫統為例，我們的結果顯示實際繫統中我們隻需 

要平均功率分配和均勻的中繼距離分佈。在這一部分的最后，我們討論暸在 

一般的ad hoc無綫網絡中的閤作。閤作多跳傳輸和閤作多徑路由是可能的閤 

作方式，網絡編碼理論可以用來為一般的無錢網絡設計閤作碼。 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Multipath Fading Channels 

Compared with the wired communications, wireless communications face greater 

challenges due to the characteristics of the radio channels. Electromagnetic 

wave propagation undergoes reflection, diffraction, and scattering. Due to 

multiple reflecting objects and scatterers in the channel, there will be multiple 

version of radio waves at the receiver, via different paths of varying length and 

with different delays. The combination of these waves will give a resultant sig-

nal with rapid fluctuation of the amplitudes and phases. Such effect is called 

multipath fading, and it degrades the system performance greatly [1, 2]. 

There are two important parameters for multipath fading channels: 

• Coherence Bandwidth Be: this is the range of frequencies over which two 

frequency components have a strong potential for amplitude correlation. 

If the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, Bg, is smaller than the coher-

ence bandwidth of the channel, this channel is called flat fading channel; 

otherwise, if Bg > B^ this is the frequency selective fading channel. 

• Coherence Time Tc： this is the time duration over which two signals have 

a strong potential for amplitude correlation. If the symbol period of the 

transmitted signal, T ,̂ is smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 2 

channel, this channel is called slow fading channel; otherwise, if T^ > Tc, 

this is the fast fading channel. 

To isolate the possible benefits of time and frequency diversity gains in 

the subsequent studies, we consider frequency flat slow fading channels, which 

means Bg < B�and T^ < T�In such channel, if the transmitted signal is x(t), 

the complex envelop of the received signal is 

y{t) = a{t)x(t) + n{t) (1.1) 

where a{t) is the channel fading coefficient, and n{t) denotes the additive white 

Gaussian noise, with variance No/2. In the scattering environment without 

line-of-sight (LoS) components, the magnitude of the received complex envelop 

| a � I has a Rayleigh distribution at any given time, i.e., 

2 
Pa{x) = ； ( 1 . 2 ) 

The average envelop power is = 2千. 

For binary PSK modulation and optimum receiver, we can easily get the 

analytical expression of the error probability [3]. The bit error rate for additive 

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is given by 

Pe = Q ( ^ ) (1.3) 

where 75 = ^ is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. And the bit 

error rate for Rayleigh fading channel is 

尸 ( 1 . 4 ) 

where % =急£；[|«|2] is the average SNR. 

The performance comparisons of BPSK modulated system in non-fading 

AWGN channel and Rayleigh fading channel are given in Fig. 1.1. SNR is 

the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver, and = 1 for Rayleigh fading 
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Figure 1.1: Performance comparisons of BPSK systems in AWGN channel and 
Rayleigh fading channel. 

channel. From this figure, we can see that the error rate decreases exponen-

tially with SNR in non-fading channel, but for fading channel it only decreases 

inversely with SNR. In fact, from (1.4), we can see for % > 1, Pg ~ There-

fore, to get the same performance, we have to transmit much more power in a 

fading channel. 

1.2 Diversity 

Diversity has been widely accepted as an important technique to combat the 

multipath fading channels [2, 3]. It exploits the random nature of radio propa-

gation by finding independent fading paths for transmission. The principle can 

be explained in this way: if one transmitting path undergoes a deep fade, it is 

possible that another independently fading channel is in the favorable status, 

so with more than one path to select from, both the average and instanta-

neous signal-to-noise ratio can be improved. The number of independently 

fading channel, L, is called diversity order, and it decides the performance 

improvement of diversity system. For the binary PSK system with L indepen-

dent channels and applying the optimal combiner, maximal ratio combiner, at 
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the receiver, we can derive the bit error rate as [3] 

P “ L ) = / g ( l + : — l ) ( l - # (1.5) 

where p is the probability of error for the case without diversity, as in (1.4). 

When 76 > 1, this error probability can be approximated by 

p “ 幻 。 ( 1 . 6 ) 

From this equation, we can see that the error rate decreases inversely with the 

Lth power of the SNR. 

10� f , , , r — , — . 
Non-Fading 

- • Rayleigh Fading 
L-2 
L=4 

警 、 、 
10-� V*̂  X \ 

W s \ � V � 

i - Aw \ ���� 

1 � � ： V “ \ � \ 
\ \ \ \ � 

… \ \ \ \ \ \ ^ � 

_ ： _ _ _ \ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

SNR(dB) 

Figure 1.2; Performance comparisons of BPSK systems in Rayleigh fading 
channel with diversity. 

In Fig. 1.2, we get the error probability for diversity system with differ-

ent diversity order, together with the non-fading system arid the system in 

Rayleigh fading channel without diversity. It clearly demonstrates the bene-

fits of diversity, and as L increases the system performance gets closer to the 

non-fading case. 

The main point to achieve diversity gain is to get several independently 

fading replicas at the receiver, and there are several ways to achieve this. 

• Time Diversity: transmit the same message in L different time slots, 

where the separation between successive time slots equals or exceeds T � 

the coherence time of the channel. 
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• Frequency Diversity: transmit the same message on L different carriers, 

where the separation between successive carriers equals or exceeds B � , 

the coherence bandwidth of the channel. 

• Spatial Diversity: the signal is transmitted from and/or received by mul-

tiple antennas, and the antennas are spaced far apart to make the prop-

agation channels spatially independent. 

Recently, a new approach of diversity, cooperative diversity, is proposed to 

combat the multipath fading channels when other forms of diversity are not 

available [4, 5, 6]. It effectively exploits the broadcast nature of the wireless 

transmission. In cellular, ad hoc or sensor networks, when one user is transmit-

ting information to a remote terminal, other users nearby can also receive the 

signal, which, however, is usually not taken into consideration in conventional 

wireless communication systems. The result is a waste of resource, and coop-

erative diversity makes use of such kind of resource. In a cooperation system, 

some surrounding users will act as relays, and forward such information to the 

destination. This process results in multiple copies from independent fading 

paths at the destination, and thus brings diversity. This new form of diversity 

technique is called cooperative diversity as it comes from user cooperation. 

Take the system in Fig. 1.3 for an example. The circle is the transmission 

range of node "1", and it intends to transmit to node “7”. In the conven-

tional single-hop transmission, node "1" will transmit directly to "7". But 

node "7" is at the edge of the transmission range of “1”，and the channel 

between these two nodes are frequency-flat slow fading, so the transmission 

will be highly unreliable. In addition, if we make further constraints on time 

delay and bandwidth requirement, time and frequency diversities may not be 

applicable, and multiple antennas will not be feasible if both nodes are mobile 

terminals. Note that nodes "2", "3", “4”，and "5" can also receive the message 

transmitted by node “1”，and if they can help to transmit this message, it is 
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Figure 1.3: An illustration of the cooperation system. 

possible to get multiple independently fading copies at the destination node. 

In this case, we select node “2” and "3" as the cooperative nodes to act as 

relays for node “1”，as they are close to it and can receive the message from “1” 

reliably. Therefore, as depicted in Fig. 1.3, we have got three independently 

fading links between “1” and "7", "1" — “7”，"1" — “2” — "7", and “1” — 

"3" 一 "7", respectively, so it is possible to achieve diversity order 3 with some 

cooperative protocol. The goal of our study is to design cooperative protocol 

to achieve this and analyze the system performance of proposed cooperation 

system. 

1.3 Outline of the Thesis 

In this thesis, we study cooperative communications in wireless networks, both 

single-hop and multihop transmission, with emphasis on the achieved cooper-

ative diversity. We will investigate several different systems, designing cooper-

ative protocols and analyzing the corresponding system performance. Chapter 

2 is a survey of related work, including former studies on cooperative diversity, 

and several related areas such as multihop cellular networks, wireless ad hoc 
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networks, and space-time processing. In Chapter 3 and 4, we study the single-

hop cooperative communications in wireless systems with n^ source nodes, Ur 

relay nodes, and single destination node. Chapter 3 deals with single-source 

multiple-relay cooperation system, Ug = l ,rv > 1, and the nodes cooperate 

in a repetition way. The impact of the detection error at the relay node on 

the system performance is analyzed, and then a relay selection protocol is 

proposed to compensate for such effect. Chapter 4 studies multiple-source 

multiple-relay cooperation system, Ug > 1, n^ > 1. We propose a cooperative 

coding protocol, in which the relay nodes not only decode and forward the sym-

bols from the source nodes, but also encode the incoming symbols according 

to the pre-assigned cooperative code. This brings higher efficiency and flexibil-

ity compared with the repetition-coded cooperation system with single source 

node. Cooperative multihop transmission is studied in Chapter 5, where each 

node achieves the spatial diversity by combining all the independently fading 

symbols from previous nodes on the route line. We consider the possibility 

for the relay node to forward error-detected symbols, and propose an adaptive 

transmission protocol to compensate for it. Practical cooperative range and 

the impact of relay nodes distribution on the system performance are discussed 

for the practical implementation. We also give a discussion on how to do user 

cooperation in general wireless ad hoc networks, and we integrate our results 

with network coding theory. 



Chapter 2 

Background and Related Work 

Cooperative communication, where mobile users cooperate with each other to 

improve system performance, is a relatively new area in wireless communica-

tions, but it has already attracted so much attention and several milestones 

have been achieved during the past few years [7]. Although the cooperative 

schemes and the resulting improvements are new, the theoretic basis about 

relay channel has long be established [8, 9, 10]. With distributed antennas, co-

operation system is also closely related to space-time processing. In addition, 

with the potential to be extended to multihop transmission, an understanding 

of wireless networks is necessary. In this chapter, we will give a survey about 

these backgrounds and related work. 

2.1 Cooperative Diversity 

As researchers investigated from different aspects, there are several different 

names for this new technique, such as User Cooperation [4，11, 12], Cooperative 

Diversity [5, 6, 13’ 14], and Coded Cooperation [15, 16, 17]. As we focus on the 

achieved diversity order, and our studies are based on the basic decode-and-

forward scheme proposed by Laneman, we will use the notation of "Cooperative 

Diversity"，named by Laneman. 

8 



Chapter 2 Background and Related Work 9 

2.1.1 User Cooperation 

Sendonaris et. al. pioneered in this area by proposing "User Cooperation 

Diversity" to increase the uplink capacity of cellular systems [4]. The capacity 

gain was achieved by the cooperation of in-cell users, and the robustness to 

the channel variation was also increased. The idea is that each user in any cell 

is assigned a partner, and each user not only transmits its own message but 

also helps to forward the partner's message, resulting in a transmit diversity 

effect. This is not a simple relay case, and the user acts both as source and 

relay. It provided a spatial transmit diversity, which would not be feasible for 

conventional systems as it is impractical to install multiple antennas on the 

mobile unit. It showed an increased capacity even with the noisy inter-user 

channel. 

The system was then thoroughly investigated in [11, 12]. In [11], the 

information-theoretic analysis was made: the achievable rate region was de-

rived to demonstrate the capacity gain and the role of interuser channel, which 

also included pure relay problem as a special case; for the slow-fading system 

with delay constraints, outage probability was calculated, and it demonstrated 

that even when it does not significantly increase the capacity, cooperation 

can be used to reduce the outage probability. A code-division multiple-access 

(CDMA) implementation was given as an example to explore the benefits of 

user cooperation. In this 2-user system, the transmission was divided into 

three period: 

• Period 1，each user transmits its first data symbol to the base station. 

• Period 2, each user transmits its second data symbol to both the base 

station and its partner. 

• Period 3, each user combines its own data and the symbol received during 

period 2 to construct a cooperative signal, and transmits it to the base 

— — — — 
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Figure 2.1: A three-node cooperation system. 

station. 

So Period 2 and 3 are cooperation periods, and their lengths can be adapted 

to the channel condition to improve the throughput. Practical implementation 

issues and system performance analysis were considered in [12]. The through-

put acted as the performance criterion and was analyzed. Besides the rather 

complex optimal detector, a suboptimal receiver, called A-MRC, was devel-

oped, where a parameter A G [0,1] was used as a measure of the destination's 

confidence in the bits estimated by the partner. However, the value of A is 

determined by the state of the interuser channel, which the destination may 

not have access to in practical systems. 

2.1.2 Cooperative Diversity 

Lanernan proposed several low-complexity cooperative protocols to achieve 

spatial diversity, which was called Cooperative Diversity [5，6, 14]. The three-

node system as in Fig. 2.1 was studied, and it works in a time-division ap-

proach: first, the source transmits to both the relay and destination, and then 

the relay and source transmit in some cooperative protocol. The proposed 

cooperative strategies include: 

• Fixed Amplify-and-Forvoard•. the relay amplifies the message received 

from the source, and then forwards to the destination. 

• Fixed Decode-and-Forward: the relay fully decodes the message from the 

source, re-encodes, and then retransmits the received message. 
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• Selection Relaying: if the source-relay channel is favorable, the relay 

forwards the received message, either in amplify-and-forward or decode-

and-forward scheme; otherwise, the source continues its transmission, 

doing repetition or applying more powerful channel codes. 

• Incremental Relaying: it exploits the feedback information from the des-

tination, which tells whether the transmission from the source to the 

destination is successful or not, and the relay only does the cooperation 

when the transmission fails. 

Outage behavior analysis showed that fixed decode-and-forward does not 

offer diversity gain for large SNR, because even with optimal detector, requir-

ing the relay to fully decode the source transmissions limits the performance 

to that of direct transmission between the source and relay. All the other 

cooperative diversity protocols can achieve full diversity. 

The two main schemes are Amplify-and-Forward (AF) and Decode-and-

Forward (DF). Without further processing at the relay, AF is simple, but it 

is impractical to store sufficient information to reproduce the analog signal at 

the relay, and the noise will be amplified as well. On the other hand, DF will 

induce error propagation, but this can be relieved by such strategy as selection 

relaying, and it can do some advanced processing to the digital decoded signal 

at the relay, so DF is more attractive for practical implementation. 

In [13], the authors studied cooperative diversity in single-hop wireless 

networks with multiple mobile nodes, both in conventional repetition way, ex-

tended from [5, 6], and space-time-coded algorithm. They analyzed the outage 

probabilities and provided some convenient bounds for the decode-and-forward 

scheme. The results showed that these protocols could achieve full spatial di-

versity, not just in the number of those decoding relays but the number of 

total cooperating terminals, and the space-time-coded protocol could achieve 

higher spectral efficiency than repetition-based one. 
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2.1.3 Coded Cooperation 

The above cooperation schemes have some limitations. First, the cooperation 

is done by some form of repetition, which is inefficient; second, the schemes 

either admit forwarding of erroneous estimates of the partner's symbols, or 

include propagation of the partner's noise, which will diminish the perfor-

mance; third, for optimal maximum likelihood detection, the knowledge of the 

interuser channel should be available at the destination. To overcome these 

limitations, T. E. Hunter and A. Nosratinia proposed a Coded Cooperation 

scheme [15, 16, 17], using existing channel codes, CRC codes for error check 

and rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes for cooperation. 

The users cooperate by dividing the transmission of their N-hit code words 

into two frames. In the first frame, they each transmit their own first set of Ni 

bits, and each user also receives and decodes the partner's transmission. If the 

partner's data is successfully decoded, the user calculates and transmits the 

partner's N] remaining parity bits in the second frame. Otherwise, it transmits 

its own parity bits. In this way, two users share their antennas and a part of 

each user's code words are transmitted from an independent fading channel, 

so both users will achieve diversity gains. 

In [18], this coded cooperation was extended to space-time cooperation, 

and turbo coded cooperation. In space-time cooperation, in the second frame 

the users send both their own and the partner's parity bits, which should be 

sent by two separate channels. The turbo coding can be used with either 

coded cooperation or space-time cooperation. Space-time cooperation yields 

gains in fast fading and turbo coded cooperation gains over noncooperative 

turbo coded systems. 

The distributed turbo codes for cooperation were proposed by Zhao and 

Valenti [19, 20]. The source broadcasts a recursive code to both relay and 

destination. The relay interleaves the decoded message and re-encodes it prior 
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to forwarding it to the destination. Therefore, the destination receives both 

codes in parallel, and a distributed turbo code is embedded in such relay 

channel. Such idea can also be extended to the multiple-relay case, with a 

multiple turbo code [21]. 

2.2 Information-Theoretic Studies 

Information-theoretic studies are essential to show the advantages of coop-

eration, and the achievable capacity. Many early studies pay attention to 

Shannon capacity of discrete AWGN channels, while some recent studies deal 

with ergodic fading, and the outage performance with strict delay constraints, 

or non-ergodic fading. 

Cooperative diversity finds its root in relay channels, the study on which 

dates back to the end of 1960s. In his pioneering studies [8, 9], van der Meulen 

introduced a model for relay channels with three terminals. Substantial ad-

vances in the theory were made by Cover and El Gamal [10], who developed two 

fundamental coding strategies for the non-fading one-relay systems (Theorems 

1 and 6 in [10]), and the capacity of the degraded relay channel was found. [22] 

used a simpler coding argument to obtain the same achievable rate as in [10]. 

A combination of these strategies (Theorem 7 in [10]) achieves capacity for 

several classes of channels, as discussed in [23, 24, 25, 24]. Capacity-achieving 

codes appeared in [26] for deterministic relay channels, and in [27, 28] for 

permuting relay channels with states or memory. 

Recently, the studies on cooperative diversity in [4, 11, 12, 29] on cellular 

networks, and in [5, 30，6, 13，14] for ad hoc networks spurred much attention 

on relay channels. 

In [31, 32, 33], the authors studied the information-theoretic achievable 

rate regions and capacity bounds for different cooperation systems. In [31], 

the capacity bounds of a three-node multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 
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relay channel were derived, where the source, relay and destination all have 

multiple antennas, and the relay node operates in the full-duplex mode. Both 

the Gaussian and Rayleigh fading channels were investigated. It was shown 

that, for the Rayleigh fading case, the upper bound could meet the lower bound 

under certain conditions, which meant that the capacity could be character-

ized exactly. [32] studied three-node relay channels with transmitter channel 

state information (CSI) in a Rayleigh-fading environment, and they took into 

account practical constraints on the transmission/reception duplexing at the 

relay node and on the synchronization between the source node and the relay 

node. The results revealed that the optimum relay channel signaling signifi-

cantly outperformed conventional multihop transmission, and the power allo-

cation played a significant part. [33] gave the upper and lower bounds for the 

information-theoretic capacity of four-node ad hoc networks, with two trans-

mit nodes and two receive nodes, both receiver cooperation and transmitter 

cooperation. It was shown that cooperative diversity did not give multiplexing 

gain, but it gave a high SNR additive gain. 

Capacity gains from transmitter and receiver cooperation in a relay channel 

were also studied and compared in [34，35], for discrete AWGN channels and 

fading channels respectively, under different channel state information (CSI) 

and power allocation assumptions. It was shown that transmitter cooperation 

is more favorable with CSI at the transmitter (CSIT), while receiver coop-

eration is superior under optimal power allocation without CSIT. While it 

was shown that at an asymptotically high signal-to-noise ratio [36] or with a 

large number of cooperating nodes [37], cooperative systems do not enjoy full 

multiplexing gain, the authors in [38] considered cooperative capacity gain at 

moderate SNR with a fixed number of cooperating antennas. They showed 

that up to a lower bound to an SNR threshold, the cooperative system per-

forms at least as well as a MIMO system with isotropic inputs, and beyond an 

upper bound to the SNR threshold, the capacity is strictly less than that of a 
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MIMO channel. 

In [39], coding strategies were developed to exploit node cooperation for re-

lay networks. Two basic schemes were studied: the relays decode-and-forward 

the source message to the destination, or they compress-and-forward their 

channel outputs to the destination. The results showed that the decode-and-

forward strategies are useful for relays that are close to the source, and the 

compress-and-forward strategies are useful for relays that are close to the des-

tination. 

2.3 Multihop Cellular Networks 

Related closely to the relay channels, cooperative diversity has a great potential 

in wireless networks, both cellular networks and wireless ad hoc networks. 

A cellular network is a radio network made up of a number of cells each 

served by a fixed transmitter, known as a base station. These cells are used to 

cover different areas in order to provide radio coverage over a wider area than 

the area of one cell. During the past decade, the number of cellular users surged 

at an exploding speed. To accommodate the great demand on capacity, that 

is, to support more users in a cell, the coverage area of a single cell shrinks and 

the number of cells increases. But it requires much more investment to build 

a larger number of base stations, and the throughput is limited by the total 

number of cells in an area. Recently, [40, 41, 42] proposed a novel way to deal 

with such problem, combing the advantages of infrastructure-based cellular 

networks and the flexibility of multihop transmission. User cooperation can 

play an important role in such systems. 

2.3.1 MCN: Multihop Cellular Network 

In [40], the authors presented a novel architecture, Multihop Cellular Network 

(MCN) as a viable alternative to the conventional Single-hop Cellular Network 
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Figure 2.2: Single-hop Cellular system (dashed line) and Multihop Cellular 
system (solid line). 

(SCN), in which the mobile stations can be used as relays for each other, and 

multihop transmission is implemented. It combines the features of SCN and 

ad-hoc networks. As in Fig. 2.2, if mobile "1" wants to call mobile "4", in 

single-hop cellular system, it first sends to the base station and the the base 

will forward to the destination, while in the multihop cellular system, mobile 

“1” can connect with "4" via mobile "2" and "3" with multihop transmission. 

We can see that such system is like the case we studied in Fig. 1.1, so user 

cooperation can be implemented. 

With its inherent characteristics, MCN has the following merits: 

1. the number of bases or the transmission ranges of both mobile stations 

and bases can be reduced. 

2. connections are still allowed by multihop transmission without base sta-

tions. 

3. Multiple packets can be simultaneously transmitted within a cell of the 

corresponding SCN. 

4. paths are less vulnerable than the ones in ad hoc networks because the 
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bases can help reduce the wireless hop count. 

2.3.2 iCAR: Integrated Cellular and Ad Hoc Relaying 

Systems 

Integrated cellular and ad hoc relaying systems (iCAR) [41] is another new 

wireless system architecture based on the integration of cellular and ad hoc 

relaying technologies. It deals mainly with the congestion problem due to the 

unbalanced traffic in a cellular system. The basic idea of iCAR is to place a 

number of ad hoc relaying stations (ARSs) at some strategic locations, which 

can be used to relay signals between mobile stations and base stations. With 

the help of ARSs, it is possible to divert traffic from one, possibly congested, 

cell to another noncongested cell. This helps to circumvent congestion and 

makes it possible to maintain calls involving mobiles that are moving into 

a congested cell, or to accept new call requests involving mobiles that are 

in a congested cell. It also has other advantages such as extending cellular 

system' s coverage, providing the interoperability between heterogeneous sys-

tems, and enhancing reliability of the system and potential improvement in 

battery life and transmission rate. 

2.3.3 UCAN: Unified Cellular and Ad Hoc Network Ar-

chitecture 

In [42], the authors proposed the Unified Cellular and Ad-Hoc Network (UCAN) 

architecture to enhance cell throughput for 3G wireless data networks, while 

maintaining fairness. In UCAN, a mobile terminal is implemented both 3G 

cellular link and IEEE 802.11-based peer-to-peer links. The 3G base station 

forwards packets for destination clients with poor channel quality to proxy 

clients with better channel quality. The proxy clients then use an ad-hoc 

network composed of other mobile clients and IEEE 802.11 wireless links to 
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forward the packets to the appropriate destinations, thereby improving the cell 

throughput. 

2.4 Wireless Ad Hoc Networks 

A wireless ad hoc network [43, 44’ 45, 46, 47] is a wireless network comprised 

of mobile computing devices that use wireless transmission for communication, 

without fixed infrastructures. Due to the limited coverage of each node and 

to lower the interference to other nodes, multihop transmission is an inherent 

characteristic of wireless ad hoc networks. The mobile devices serve as routers 

for each other due to the limited range of wireless transmission of these devices. 

In this way, several devices may need to route or help to forward a packet before 

it reaches its final destination. For conventional multihop transmission, only 

those relays on the routing line decode the received message and forward it. 

If we do user cooperation with those relay nodes or take into consideration 

of other nodes that are not on the routing line, it is possible to improve the 

throughput and increase the power efficiency. 

Wireless ad hoc networks are highly attractive for their advantages and 

tremendous military and commercial applications, so there has been great in-

terest in this area during last few decades. Wireless ad hoc networks can 

be deployed quickly anywhere and anytime as they eliminate the complex-

ity of infrastructure setup, and they can easily be reconfigured. They also 

enjoy high robustness due to their distributed nature, the node redundancy, 

and the lack of central controller. These networks find applications in several 

areas, including military communications, collaborative and distributed com-

puting, wireless mesh networks, wireless sensor networks [48], Bluetooth [49], 

and HomeRF [50]. 

The information-theoretic study of Shannon capacity region for wireless 
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networks is still an open problem. Even for single-hope multiuser communi-

cation systems, the capacity regions are only known for some special chan-

nels, such as the general multiple-access channel [51, 52], and a few specific 

broadcast channels like the AWGN channel and the deterministic channel [53]. 

Recently, some important results on the scaling law in large scale wireless ad 

hoc networks were reported [54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. 

In their landmark paper [54], Gupta and Kumar studied the transport 

capacity of an ad hoc network, measured by the bit rate multiplied by the 

distance the bits travel, in bit-meters/sec. They proved that for certain fixed 

ad hoc networks containing n stationary terminals, even under optimal cir-

cumstances, the total throughputs per terminal decay to zero with increasing 

ri in a constant area. The fundamental reason for this constriction is that with 

a uniform traffic pattern, every node must expend so much effort forwarding 

its neighboring sources' information that few resources remain to transport its 

own message. This implies that only small scale ad hoc networks are desirable 

with current technology. In their following work [55], an achievable rate region 

in general networks was obtained, with many well-known capacity-defining 

achievable rate regions as special cases, such as physically degraded and re-

versely degraded relay channels, and the Gaussian multiple-access channel. It 

was shown that with more sophisticated multiuser coding, a transport capac-

ity of 0 (n ) bit-meters/sec is achievable, as compared with the best possible 

transport capacity of 9 ( v ^ ) bit-meter/sec in [54], where only point-to-point 

coding was considered. Next, Xie and Kumar [56, 57] developed new coding 

schemes, and showed that the achieved rates are higher than those in [54]. In 

addition, Grossglauser and Tse [58] showed that the mobility can increase the 

capacity. The strategy is that each source node splits the transmitted packet 

to as many different nodes as possible, and these "relay" nodes only hand the 

packets to the destination when they get close to it. Such improvement can 

be achieved by multiuser diversity, and the scheme is only applicable in those 
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applications that can tolerate large end-to-end delays. 

The fundamental questions, "How much information can be transmitted in 

a general wireless network?", "How should one operate the wireless network?", 

are still out of reach, and the thorough understanding of cooperation will play 

an important role in getting the final answers. 

2.5 Space-Time Processing 

Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) system [59, 60] has recently emerged 

as one of the most significant technical breakthroughs in wireless communica-

tions. In a MIMO system, both the transmitter and the receiver are equipped 

with multiple antennas. The main idea of MIMO is that the signals at the 

transmitter and the receiver are processed in such a way to improve the trans-

mission reliability (diversity gain) or/and data rate (multiplexing gain), and 

this is called space-time (ST) processing, in which time is complemented with 

spatial dimension. 

It was the amazing results on the capacities of MIMO channels [61, 62, 63] 

that stimulated so many researchers to exploit in this field. For a MIMO sys-

tem with MT transmit antennas and MR receive antennas, it offers a linear 

(in the number of min(Mi?, MT)) increase in the data rate for the same power 

and bandwidth. Such effect is called spatial multiplexing gain. In [61], Fos-

chini proposed the diagonal BLAST (Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time) 

or D-BLAST architecture to approach the promising capacity, which utilized 

multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver and a diagonally-layered 

coding structure in which code blocks were dispersed across diagonals in space-

time. An example with MR = MT = 8 at 1% outage and 21dB average SNR 

was given, and the achieved rate is 42 hits/sec/Hz, which is more than 40 

times that of a SISO system with the same total transmitter power and band-

width. The D-BLAST suffers from implementation complexity, and then a 
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simplified version, V-BLAST (vertical BLAST) [64, 65]，was proposed, for 

which the ordered detection for each substream at the receiver using interfer-

ence nulling and successive interference cancellation was performed, without 

any inter-substream coding. 

The popularity of the MIMO system also comes from the diversity gain 

it provides. Different from time/frequency diversity, it is a kind of spatial 

diversity, and it is attractive because it does not sacrifice time or frequency to 

achieve diversity gain. The maximum achievable diversity order of a MIMO 

system with Mr transmit antennas and MR antennas is Mr MR. An effective 

and practical way to exploit the diversity gain of MIMO wireless channel is to 

employ space-time coding (STC) [66, 67, 68], where the coding is performed 

in both spatial and temporal domains to introduce correlation between signals 

transmitted from various antennas at various time periods. There are generally 

two different kinds of space-time coding, STTC (Space-Time Trellis Code) [67] 

and STBC (Space-Time Block Coding) [66, 68], and if designed properly both 

can achieve full diversity order, Mr MR. 

• STTC operates on one input symbol at a time, and produce a sequence 

of vector symbols whose length represents transmit antennas. It can pro-

vide both coding gain and diversity gain, and while the diversity gain is 

determined by the minimum rank among the matrices constructed from 

pairs of distinct code sequences, the coding gain is quantified by the 

minimum determinant of these matrices. However, the decoding com-

plexity increases exponentially with transmission rate, and it is difficult 

to design. 

• STBC operates on a block of input symbols producing a matrix output 

whose columns represent time and rows represent antennas. It provides 

full spatial diversity and enjoy a very simple decoding algorithm based 

on linear processing at the receiver, but gives no coding gain. 
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Other than treating diversity gain and multiplexing gain separately, Zheng 

and Tse [69, 70] studied the fundamental tradeoff between the diversity and 

multiplexing in point-to-point multiple-antenna channels. Between two ex-

tremes, either full diversity gain or full multiplexing gain, the optimal tradeoff 

curve was studied. Such tradeoff curve can be used as a unified framework to 

compare the performance of many existing diversity-based and multiplexing-

based schemes. 

In reality, to be efficient, antennas need to be uncorrelated with each other, 

which requires them to be spaced at least A/4 apart, where A is the wavelength. 

This is a stringent requirement for many terminals, so only one or two antennas 

are practical. In such situation, cooperative diversity gives a solution, as it can 

achieve spatial diversity with some cooperation schemes, while overcome the 

limitation of requiring multiple antennas at the transmitter. In fact, it forms 

a distributed MIMO system. Laneman [13] studied multiple-node distributed 

space-time-coded cooperative protocols, and it was demonstrated that such 

protocols achieve full spatial diversity in the number of cooperating terminals, 

not just the number of decoding relays, and they can achieve higher spectral 

efficiencies than repetition-based schemes. And the related space-time code 

design for these protocols was discussed. Nabar [71] studied three different 

tiiiie-division multiple-access-based cooperative protocols in a similar way as 

for MIMO channels, and it was showed that space-time codes designed for the 

case of colocated antennas can be used to realize cooperative diversity provided 

that appropriate power control is employed. 
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Single-Source Multiple-Relay 
Cooperation System 

In this chapter, we study the single-source multiple-relay cooperation system, 

ris = 1 and rir > 1. The relay nodes help to forward the message for the 

source in a repetition way. We first give the system model, and this model 

will be used in the subsequent chapters. We apply a simple detector, where 

no channel state information between the source node and the relay node is 

available at the destination, and maximal ratio combining is performed without 

considering whether the forwarded symbol from the relay is incorrect. With 

such an assumption, we analyze the error performance of the system with 

multiple relay nodes, and demonstrate the resulting error floor in this system. 

To compensate for the detection error at the relay node, we then propose a 

relay selection protocol, which can lower the error floor and nearly achieve full 

diversity order. 

3.1 System Model 

We consider ad hoc networks where the mobile nodes are connected by the 

wireless links. This wireless system includes source, relay, and destination 

nodes, and a certain node may act as a different type at the different time. 

23 
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Figure 3.1: Diagram for the single-source multiple-relay cooperation system. 

There are Ug source nodes and Ur relay nodes, and we only consider a single 

destination node here. In this chapter, we consider single-source case, Us = 1, 

and the system diagram is depicted in Fig. 3.1, where "5"' denotes the source 

node, “Ri” denote the relay nodes, i = 1, 2 , n ^ - , and “D” for destination 

node. Each node transmits and receives with a single omni-directional antenna. 

Due to RF hardware constraint, simultaneous transmission and reception by 

any node is not allowed. We consider the single-hop case, where the source 

and the relay nodes all have direct links with the destination node. The source 

and the relay nodes work in a cooperative manner to provide diversity at the 

destination node. All the channels, including source-relay channel, source-

destination channel, and relay-destination channel, are assumed to be quasi-

static fading, in which the fading coefficient does not change during a symbol 

period. 

Binary PSK is used, and the coherent detection is performed at the relay 

and the destination nodes. At the destination, we assume the availability of the 

state information of the source-destination channel and the relay-destination 

channel, but not the source-relay channel. This is a more realistic assumption, 

and the study can then easily be extended to the multihop transmission. At 

the same time, the A-MRC [12] and the optimal maximum likelihood detector 

[5] are not applicable here. We do the maximal ratio combining at the desti-

nation. For cooperative protocol, we apply decode-and-forward scheme, where 
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the relay fully decodes the received message from the source and then forwards 

it. 

First, we model the case for a one-source, one-relay, one-destination system. 

It works in a time division way, and only one node is allowed to transmit at 

a time to avoid potential interference. In the first time slot, the source node 

sends a symbol xi, which is received by both the relay and the destination 

nodes, as 

VR = OiSR\/^lXi + Tin (3.1) 

yi = + n i (3.2) 

respectively. 

The relay node decodes its received signal as x\ and sends it during the 

second time slot, then the destination receives 

y2 二 OLRD\r^么 + n2 (3.3) 

Here, ASN, OISD, OLRD denote the fading coefficients, which represent the 

links S — R, S 一 D, and R D respectively. They are modeled as in-

dependent zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables. We assume the 

distributions of a so and aRo are the same as the source and relay nodes are 

close to each other, ni, for i = 1,2 or R, capture the effects of additive receiver 

noise and other forms of interference, and are modeled as zero-mean, mutually 

independent, white complex Gaussian random variables with variance iVo/2 

per dimension. 

We define the signal-to-noise (SNR) in each received signal as = l a^ jp^ , 

with mean value 卞,j = E[yij] = We assume the symmetric case 

here, which means JSD = JRD and JSR is the same for every relay node. The 

total power is constrained as 二 P i = risP, where n^ and n^ are the num-

bers of the source and the relay nodes respectively, and P is the transmit 

power from one source node without cooperation. Although not optimal, we 
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assume the power is uniformly assigned, i.e., the transmit power of each node 

is risP丨(jis + Ur). The study of power allocation is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. 

3.2 Fixed Decode-and-Forward Cooperation Sys-

tem 

In this section, we will analyze the impact of the noisy fading source-relay 

channel to the performance of the cooperation system. In such system, the 

relay node may incorrectly detect the received signal from the source node 

and forward the error symbol while the destination has no idea of it. We first 

analyze a simple cooperation system with one source node (node 1)，two relay 

nodes (node 2, 3), and one destination node (node 4). 

Transmission Protocol In the first time slot, the source node sends a sym-

bol which is received by the relays and the destination. In the second and third 

time slots, two relays will forward their detected symbols to the destination 

respectively. The destination applies MRC to all the symbols from the source 

and the relay nodes. Although the protocol and the detector are simple, the 

analysis will give useful hints for further development. 

The simulation result of this cooperative system, compared with the one 

without cooperation and the one with cooperation but without detection error 

at the relay, is shown in Fig. 3.2. In the simulation, the mean SNR of received 

signal at the relay node is ^SR = l^dB. From the result, we can see that the 

performance of this error-relay system degrades greatly from the one without 

detection error at the relay. It does not provide diversity but has an error 

floor, which is higher than 10"^. 

In the following part of this section, from the analysis of the situation with 

one and two relays in detection error, we will give the bit error rate for this 
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Figure 3.2: The simulation results of the cooperative system with detection 
error at the relay node, the one without cooperation, and the one with coop-
eration but without detection error at the relay. 

cooperative system and derive some approximations, which will be extended 

to multiple-relay system. 

Proposition 1 If the detection error occurs at one relay, the conditional bit 

error rate at the destination is 

P A3 9A'-2AB-3B' 

where 
力 = V T T T c + VTc VTTTc-VTc 

(77 ， (77 

对 = = 五 [ a ? ] 瓷 = 譬 ， Z = l,2，3 

The proof is in Appendix A.l . 

We consider some high SNR approximation. As % —> oo, We get 

A - B 2 (3.5) 
B r ^ _ ^ 丄 

A-hB ~ 2 [ V 1 + 7cJ 4% 
B 1 � 1 1 

= - - 1 + A /1 H ——— 
A-B 2 [ ^ V 7c J 47c 
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Applying these into (3.4) results 

尸一 Ml-9(4)3+ 2(4)5] _ 
Therefore, if there is one relay node forwarding error symbol, the bit error 

rate at the destination node will be about 0.25. 

Proposition 2 If both relays forward error signals, the conditional bit error 

rate at the destination is 

^ 3 W - 2AB -

The proof is in Appendix A.2. 

Using the approximation at the high SNR region as (3.5), we get 

一 [(4)3-10(4)2+ 3] -書 (3.8) 

So it means even with high SNR we could not have BER significantly lower 

than 0.75 if both relay nodes forward error signals. 

3.2.1 BER for system with errors at the relay 

With Proposition 1 and 2 we are ready to analyze the system with detection 

error at the relay node. The overall BER is 

UR 

Pe = ^ P{E\i relays in error)P(i relays in error) (3.9) 
i=0 

The conditional probability P{E\i relays in error), for i = 1, 2, are Pgi and 

Pe2 in (3.4) and (3.7), with the approximations (3.6) and (3.8). P(五|no relays in error) 

is just the error rate for the 3-branch maximal ratio combining system, L = 3 

in (1.5). 

The probabilities 

P(i relays in error) = P讯=(^；) — Pe/?广一 (3.10) 
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where n^ is the number of the relay nodes. In this case, rir = 2. PeR is the 

error probability at the relay, given by (1.4). 

For this two-relay cooperation system, the BER with noisy fading interuser 

source-relay channel is 

Pe = PeoPoR + PelPlR + 卩已2?211 (3.11) 

Substitute (3.4), (3.7), and (3.10) into (3.11), we can get the exact value 

for Pe- If we use (3.6) and (3.8) instead of (3.4) and (3.7), we can get an 

approximation for Pg. 
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Figure 3.3: Numerical and simulation results of bit error rate for the coopera-
tion systems with different ’SR. 

Fig. 3.3 shows BERs from calculation and simulation for ^SR 二 lOdB, 20dB, 30dB. 

It can be seen that the results from (3.11) fit the simulation curves very well. 

In every case, there is an error floor. Even for jsR = 30dB, the error floor is 

higher than 10"^, so some advanced protocol is needed for such cooperation 

system. 

Error floor The approximations (3.6) and (3.8) are useful and can be used 

in the subsequent analysis for simplicity. We use them to calculate the value 

of error floor. At high SNR, PQR�FIR, PIR, and applying (3.6) and (3.8) we 
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get 

Pe ~ PelPlR + Pe2P2R ~ 0.25PiR + O.TSPsil (3.12) 

This error floor is totally determined by the source-relay channel. For 

jSR = lOdB this approximation gives 0.0118, which agrees very well with the 

exact formula (3.11). 

3.2.2 General BER formula for single-source n^-relay 

cooperation system 

To analyze the general n^-relay cooperation system, we give the following 

proposition: 

Proposition 3 For a cooperation system with rUe relay nodes in detection 

error and rric nodes (including source node) without detection error, the con-

ditional bit error rate at the high SNR region is approximated by 

= ( 3 1 3 ) 

/ e : � \ ^ ) 

The proof is in Appendix A.3. 

This proposition is very helpful for further analysis of multiple-relay coop-

eration system. Notice that (3.13) gives a fixed value for the high SNR region. 

No matter how high the SNR of the received symbols at the destination is, as 

long as there are some relay nodes forwarding error symbols, the overall error 

rate can not be reduced and the system will have an error floor. 

Combing (3.13) with (3.9) and (3.10), we can get the BER approximation 

for cooperation system with Ur relays: 

UR 

Pe = Y^Pe�nr ̂+ l—印 Pm (3.14) 
i=0 

The simulation and calculation results for UR = 2,3,4 {JSR 二 lOdB) are in 

Fig. 3.4, which show the accuracy of (3.14) at high SNR region. The result 
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Figure 3.4: Numerical and simulation BERs for the systems with different r v 

also demonstrates that it is of little advantage to increase the number of relays 

if the source-relay channel is noisy and fading. 

3.2.3 Discussion of Interuser Channels 

A W G N Channel 

If the channel between the source and the relay nodes is AWGN channel, which 

means the channel is not fading, \asR\'̂  : 1. Then in (3.10), PeR will become 

PeR = Q { V ^ ) (3.15) 

where = 急 . 

With AWGN interuser channel, it is expected that the probabilities PIR 

in (3.10) will be smaller, and thus the error floor will be lowered. Fig. 3.5 

shows the calculated SNRs for JSR = lOdB, 15dB, compared with the 

one without cooperation and the one with ideal interuser channel. The values 

for different JSR are calculated by (3.11), and the other two are calculated by 

(1.5), with L = 1, L = 3 respectively. As ^SR increases the performance gets 

closer to the one with ideal interuser channel. For JSR = lOdB the error floor 

is near 10—6, and jsR = 15dB does not show error floor in the calculation 
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Figure 3.5: Numerical results of BERs for j s r = IQdB, 15dB, compared 
with the one without cooperation and the one with cooperation but without 
detection error at the relay. 

range, which otherwise can be calculated to be by (3.12). So for AWGN 

interuser channel, jsR = is good enough for practical application. 

Path-Loss model 

In the above analysis, we assume a unity gain fading channel, = 1, and 

fix the average SNR at the relays. If we use the path-loss model based on the 

network geometry, and assign the fading coefficients according to ^[la^p] oc 

G I ” where dij is the distance between node i and node j, G captures the 

effects of antenna gain and carrier wavelength, and u is the path loss exponent 

depending on the specific propagation environment, and we assign u = 4 here 

for urban environment. 

In this model, with the same noise variance at the relay and destination 

node, denote c = JSR-JSD = l O l g ( 想 a n d we still assume j^N = ISD 

here. Fig. 3.6 shows the comparison of BERs for different values of c, the 

one without cooperation, and the one with ideal interuser channel achieving 

diversity order 3. The BERs for different c are calculated by (3.11)，and the 

other two are calculated by (1.5), with L = 1, L = 3 respectively. From the 
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results of different c for path-loss model, compared with 
the one without cooperation, and the one with ideal interuser channel which 
achieves diversity order 3. 

figure, we can see that full diversity is achieved at low SNR at the destination, 

but when SNR is higher than some threshold, there will be no diversity gain, 

the larger the value of c, the higher the threshold. For such a simple detector, 

c = 30dB is good enough for practical implementation even with fading channel 

between source and relay node, corresponding to ^ ^ = 5.6, which is not 

difficult to get. 

3.3 Relay Selection Protocol 

From the results in last section, we can see that the detection errors at the 

relays result in the error floor, which determines the overall performance of 

the decode-and-forward cooperation system. To compensate for such effect, 

a more efficient cooperative protocol should be developed. There are already 

some adaptive protocols considering the detection error at the relays [14, 29]. 

Ill this paper, we propose a relay selection protocol. The protocol is simple, 

and the performance analysis will show its efficiency. 
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3.3.1 Transmission Protocol 

The main idea of our protocol is to prevent the relay node from forwarding the 

error signals. This is similar to the selection relaying scheme in [14], where an 

SNR threshold was used to decide the corresponding cooperative strategies. 

In our protocol, we use an error detection scheme at the relay node to detect 

if there is any error occurred during the demodulation/decoding process. If 

no error is detected, the relay will send a control signal to other nodes to 

announce that it will join the cooperation and forward the detected signal. 

Otherwise, it will send a control signal to inform other nodes that it will quit 

the cooperation and will send nothing. Consequently, the destination node will 

adjust the number of its maximal ratio combiner to the number of the active 

nodes. Where the study in [14] only dealt with the single-relay situation, we 

try to analyze the multiple-relay systems. 

For simplicity, we would use a linear block code as the error-detection 

code. It may also bring extra temporal diversity under fast fading channel. 

The system we are going to analyze is the same as in last section, with one 

source, two relays, and one destination. We use an (n^, kd) BCH code as 

the error-detecting code. The result can easily be extended to multiple-relay 

systems with (3.13). 

3.3.2 BER Analysis for Relay Selection Protocol 

As the error-detecting code does not provide a great coding gain in slow fading 

channel, we will calculate the bit error rate Pe before decoding the code at the 

destination. We concentrate on analyzing the performance improvement with 

the relay selection protocol. 

At every relay node, there are three possible states (z = 1 or 2, is the index 

of relay node): 

• Si{l): The relay forwards the correct bit. 
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• Si{2)\ The relay forwards an error bit. 

• Si{3): The relay declares an error, and quits the cooperation. 

Denote P{Si{l)) = Pc, P{Si{2)) = P…P{Si{3)) = Pd. These statuses are 

independent of each other, i.e., P{Si{i), S2{j)) = 

We first calculate the conditional probability, and then get the expected 

value on fading coefficients. The conditional probability that the codeword 

will be detected correctly at the relay is 

P ĉ\a = { l - V e R \ a r (3-16) 

where PeR\oc is the conditional bit error rate between the source and the relay 

nodes, given by 

PeR\a = QW2 I a |2 ^SR) (3.17) 

and ^sR = ^ is the SNR of the received symbol at the relay. 

For Rayleigh fading, is an exponentially distributed r.v., and we as-

sume E[\a\^] = 1. The pdf is given by f\a\2{u) = e-^u > 0. Therefore, the 

unconditional probability is given by 

P̂ C =五a[尸—�] = / " ( I - PeRlaT'e-'^du (3.18) 
Jo 

For an (n^, kd) error detecting code, the conditional probability of an un-

detected error is 

P^U\A{E) = f^ Pe•广 - I (3.19) 
i —drain 

where Ai is the weight distribution of the code, and dmin is the minimum 

Hamming distance of the code. 

When the weight distribution is hard to get, we will use the upper bound 

for undetected probability 

P^u\a < 2-(叫-〜)[1 一（1 — Pe•广 j (3.20) 
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with the unconditional undetected error probability upper bounded by 

尸漏 叫 — 尸 川 c ) (3.21) 

The probability of the codeword to be declared as error at the relay is 

Pwd = 1 — Pwc — Pwu (3.22) 

Therefore, with probability the codeword will be declared in error at 

the relay and this relay will quit the cooperation; with probability the re-

lay will forward the correct codeword to the destination node; with probability 

P籠，the forwarded codeword is incorrect. 

The corresponding bit error probabilities are given by 

- 1 

Pu = _ 1 P— 

PC 二 PWC ^^ ĵ PWU (3.23) 

Pd=l-Pc — Pd 

The error probabilities at the destination node is 
3 3 

= Sl { l ) .S2{ j ) )P{S,^) .S2{ j ) ) (3.24) 
i=l j=l 

with 

P(丑 |Sl ( l ) ’S2( l ) ) (丄= 3 ) 

1^,(1), 5,(2), Z ^ j ) = Pel 

巾 丨 聰 秘 ) ） 

p { e I j ) = PeMRc{L 二 2 ) 

For Pel and Pe2, we will use the approximations in (3.6) and (3.8). P “ is 

the BER of a one-source one-relay system with the relay in error, and it can 
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be easily found as P^j = 1/2. PeMRc{L) is the BER for L-branch maximal 

ratio combining receiver [3]. 

Next we will use high SNR approximation to analyze the error floor. In 

high SNR region, Pel = 0.25, Pe2 = 0.75, P：, = 0.5, PeMRc(L) « Pel,Pe2,nV 

Therefore, (3.24) can be approximated by 

Pe ~ 2PelPcPu + Pe2Pl + ^PelPdPu 

=0.5PePu + 0.75P2 + PdPu (3.25) 

From this expression, we can see that the approximation of Pg is decided 

totally by the relay nodes. For the (7,4) Hamming code, the error floor is 

9.16 X 10-4 for ^SR = lOdB. For the (63,45) BCH code, the value is 2.9 x 10-7 

for jsR 二 20dB with the upper bound in (3.21). 

To verify (3.24), we use the (7, 4) Hamming code as an example. Its weight 

distribution Ai in (3.19) is 

= 1,^1 = = 1, = = 7，A5 = AQ = 0,A7 = 1 

We can get the exact Pe. The simulation results and the theoretical results 

calculated by (3.24) are compared in Fig. 3.7 with JSR = lOdB. We can see 

that the results agree very well. The error floor is about 10-3. Notice that the 

error floor for the system without relay selection is about 10"^. 

However, compared with the one without cooperation in Fig. 3.2，this coop-

eration system provides little diversity gain, which results from small number 

of relay nodes performing cooperation due to the relatively low P � T o improve 

the achieved diversity order, Pc should be kept high, while the error-detecting 

code should be powerful enough to lower Pu to reduce the error floor. For 

^SR = 20dB, we use the (63, 45) BCH code as the error-detecting code. The 

simulation result for the overall BER at the destination node is shown in Fig. 

3.8，together with the one without cooperation and the one without detection 

error at the relay. We can see that it does not show an error floor in the 
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Figure 3.7: Numerical and simulation results of BERs for relay selection pro-
tocol with (7,4) Hamming code as error-detecting code. 

simulation range and a diversity order of nearly 3 is achieved, compared with 

an error floor of 10"^ without relay selection in Fig. 3.3. 

Furthermore, if the source-relay channel is fast fading, we can use an error-

correction codes as the outer code, resulting in a system similar to the hybrid 

ARQ in [72]. As shown in [72], as long as the minimum distance of the error-

correction code is greater than twice that of the error-detection code, it will 

have higher correct detection probability and lower undetected error probabil-

ity at the relay node, which will keep the diversity gain and lower the error 

floor. 
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Figure 3.8: Simulation result for the relay selection protocol with (63,45) BCH 
code as error-detecting code, compared with the one without cooperation, and 
the one with cooperation but without detection error at the relay node. 



Chapter 4 

Multiple-Source Multiple-Relay 
Cooperation System 

The single-source multiple-relay cooperation system in last chapter is a repe-

tition coded system. Each relay node only forwards the message for a certain 

source node by repetition. If there are several source nodes which have symbols 

to send to a common destination, a relay node nearby may receive all these 

symbols. It will be a waste of resource if the relay only forwards for a single 

source node at a time. In this chapter we try to design an efficient protocol 

for the multiple-source multiple-relay system. To improve the efficiency, some 

processing should be applied to the incoming symbols at the relay node, and 

we do some linear block coding, which we call “cooperative coding”. 

For the studied multiple-source multiple-relay cooperation system, there 

are n^ source nodes and rv relay nodes, rig, rir > 1, as depicted in Fig. 4.1, 

where denote the source nodes, i = 1,2, ....Us, “R/' denote the relay 

nodes, j = 1,2，..., n ,̂ and "D" for the destination node. The channel model 

and the receiver structure are as stated in Chapter 3. All the source nodes 

want to transmit to the destination, and the relays will cooperate to help these 

transmissions. The source nodes and the relay nodes are close to each other, 

so this is a symmetry case, where the fading coefficients of the source/relay-

destination channels are i.i.d. (independent identically distributed). We also 

40 
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Figure 4.1: Diagram for the multiple-source multiple-relay cooperation system, 

assume equal power allocation, and it is the single-hop transmission. 

4.1 Transmission Protocol 

Cooperative Coding For the system with n^ source nodes, rv relay nodes, 

and a single destination node, the cooperative code is a (n^ + n^, ris) linear code, 

of which Us information bits are sent from the source nodes and Ur parity bits 

are generated at the relay nodes by encoding the incoming symbols from the 

source nodes. Every transmission period consists of + rir time slots. In the 

first ris time slots, the source nodes take turns to send out their own symbols, 

while the relay nodes receive and detect them; then the relay nodes encode the 

received symbols according to the pre-assigned cooperative code to generate 

the parity bits; in the next Ur time slots, the relay nodes send the parity bits 

one by one; finally, the destination node performs soft-decision decoding on 

the messages received from the source and relay nodes. 

This system is similar to the coding system in the fading channel which 

provides temporal diversity [3]. However, the coded bits are from different 

nodes, so the achieved diversity is spatial diversity rather than temporal di-

versity. Similar to the temporal counterpart, the achieved diversity order is 
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decided by the minimum distance of the cooperative code. According to the 

Singleton bound [73], the greatest minimum distance for a (n^ + n^, Ug) code 

is TV + 1. Therefore, the achievable diversity order for this cooperative coding 

system is Ur I, when a Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code is used 

as the cooperative code, and we will show that it can be achieved with the 

adaptive cooperative coding protocol. 

With the Singleton bound, it is straightforward to get some general results 

for this cooperation system with Ug + rw nodes: 

a) The maximum diversity order is n^ + n ” but the data rate becomes 

1 /(n^ + Ur). It is a repetition code system, as we discussed in last chapter. In 

the zth period of time (divided into n^ + n^ time slots), all the nodes help to 

forward the message for zth source node: zth node transmits in the 1st time 

slot, and then all the other nodes take turns to forward the received message 

from zth node in the following n^ -j- Ur — 1 time slots. 

b) The maximum achievable data rate for required diversity order, L, is 

risf/{usf + L — 1). MDS code should be used. In every time period, L — 1 nodes 

should be assigned as relay nodes, and if n^ < L—1, some source nodes should 

take turn to act as relay nodes for each other. So n /̂ = ris if Ur > L — 1; 

Us' = ris -h n^ + 1 — L if n^ < L — 1, and an (n^/ + L — 1, L — 1) MDS code 

should be used. 

c) The maximum diversity order under required data rate: If the data rate 

R = m n = Us rir and m < n^, the maximum diversity order will be 

ri -f 1, and an (n + rn, m) MSD code should be used. 

According to these rules, we can make a tradeoff between the achieved 

diversity order and the data rate under different requirements. 

The above discussion is mainly based on the comparison with the temporal 

diversity system, but there is a major difference for the cooperative coding 

system: the information bits at the relay nodes are obtained from the source 

nodes. Such information may not be reliable as the channel between the source 
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node and the relay node is a fading channel. The consequence is that the coded 

bits from some relay nodes may be incorrectly encoded, which may greatly 

degrade the system performance. In the following sections, we will analyze the 

impact of such noisy interuser channel between the source and the relay nodes 

on the system performance, and an adaptive cooperative coding protocol is 

proposed to compensate for it. 

4.2 Fixed Cooperative Coding System 

We first analyze the fixed cooperative coding system, where the relays decode 

the received messages from the source nodes and then encode them according 

to the assigned cooperative code, which is a linear block (ric, kc) code. We will 

analyze the impact of detection errors at the relay nodes. 

4.2.1 Performance Analysis 

To analyze the impact of the error at the relay node to the system performance, 

we take a simple (6，3) cooperative code for example. The generator matrix is 

1 0 0 0 1 1 

G = 0 1 0 1 0 1 

0 0 1 1 1 0 

As the parity checks for relay nodes are symmetry, it will make the analysis 

simple. From G, we can see that the minimum Hamming distance of this 

cooperative code is 3，so the achievable diversity order is 3. However, if a relay 

node detects the symbol from some source nodes incorrectly, it will forward 

error-encoded symbol, and thus degrade the performance of the cooperation 

system. The comparison between the system without cooperation, the system 

with cooperation but without detection error at the relay, and the system with 

detection error at the relay is in Fig. 4.2. From the result, we can see that 
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Figure 4.2: The simulation results of cooperative coding system with detec-
tion error at the relay node, the one without cooperation, and the one with 
cooperation but without detection error at the relay, ^SR = 20dB. 

the achieved diversity order is 3 without detection error at the relay node. 

However, if the source-relay channel is fading and there is detection error at 

the relay node, the system will have an error floor. 

As it is difficult to derive the exact BER formula for such cooperative 

coding system, we try to give an upper bound and a lower bound to analyze 

the system performance. The bit error rate is averaged on all the source nodes. 

Upper Bound We use the union bound to get the upper bound for the 

word error probability 
M 

P . < ^ P 2 ( m ) (4.1) 
m=2 

where M is the size of the codebook, and for an {ric, kc) cooperative code 

M = 2 � . 

We assume that all the source nodes send zero, so the all-zero codeword Ci 

is transmitted in the cooperation system. P2{m) is the probability of decoding 

the transmitting codeword Ci to codeword Cm at the destination node, given 

by 

P2{rn) = P ( 五 n 丑 ( 4 . 2 ) 
ReCn 
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where U is the set of all three relay nodes, i.e., IZ 二 丑3}，and Re is 

the set of those relay nodes which send the wrong code bits. P{Re) denotes 

the probability that the relay nodes in R^ forward error messages. 

The corresponding bit error probability is given by 

Pb = (4.3) 

Lower Bound The error probability will be no less than P(dmin), the proba-

bility of wrongly decoding the codeword to the one with the minimum distance 

to Ci： 

p叫 > P{dmin) (4.4) 

dmin is the minimum Hamming distance of the cooperative code. 

For the simple cooperative code, we can analyze every P2{m) for accuracy. 

Otherwise, we can get a loose upper bound with 

P ^ < { M - l ) P { d m i n ) (4.5) 

Analysis of P{Re) 

Denote PeR̂ k as the probability that the /cth relay forwards erroneous message. 

It is given by 

3 

PeR,k = XgikPe,S-RO^ _ Pe^S-^R? 
i二 1 
3 

+ E (E 似 mod 一 P…R) 

i+k 
3 

+ mod (4.6) 
i=\ 

where gik is the element at zth row and kth column of the generator matrix 

G, and Pe,s-^R is the bit error rate of the transmission from the source node 

to the relay node in the fading channel, given by (1.4). 
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Ci I [ 0 0 0 0 0 0] 
C2 [ 0 0 1 1 1 0 ] 
C3 [ 0 1 0 1 0 1 ] 
C4 [ 0 1 1 0 1 1 ] 
C5 [ 1 0 0 0 1 1] 
Ce [ 1 0 1 1 0 1] 
CV [110 110] 

I 丨 1 1 1 0 0 oj 
Table 4.1: The codebook for the (6,3) cooperative code 

For this (6, 3) cooperative code, Pei?,fc is the same for every relay node due 

to the symmetry, which will simplify some of the following analysis. Therefore, 

p{Re) = n n ( 1 — P e R � � (4.7) 
RteRe RjeRe 

Analysis of 

This probability may be different for different codeword Cm. Fortunately, 

from Table 4.1, we can see that some of the different codewords have the 

same distance distribution, which will reduce our work. Denote w^ as the 

weight of mth codeword Cm- W2 = W3 = w^, and W4 = wq = w-j. Therefore, 

P 2 � = P 2 ( 3 ) = P 2 � and 尸2(4)=户2(6)=尸2(7) , so we only have to get 

P 2 ( 2 ) ,尸 2� and 尸2(8). 

The correlation metrics of the cooperative code is 
ric 

CM, = C(r, Q ) 二 (2c” - (4.8) 

where cij denotes the bit in the jth position of the zth codeword. For the all-

zero symbol, we get the received signal f j 二 R e [ a ; ( — + n j ) ]， w h e r e max-

imal ratio combining is performed. P2{m) is the probability of CMi < CMm, 

which is Prob(Re[^J^j q*(a^yi^ - n^)] < 0) if no detection error occurs at 

the relay node, given by [3] 

P2{m) = P(〜）=广 ( 〜 Y — 1) (1 - P” (4.9) 
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where p is the probability of error for the case without diversity, given by (1.4). 

If there is an detection error at some relay, Vj will be + Uj)] 

for some parity bits. We denote such correlation metrics CM^^R^ if the relays 

in set Re are in detection error. So 

P ( 五 ， 二 Prob(CMi,^, — CMm,Re < 0\Re) (4.10) 

and 

C M i 凡 — C M 略 

Wm-ke ke 

= ^ - '^fcj + - '%•)] (4.11) 

j二 1 

where ke is determined by codeword Cm and the position of error bit, 0 < ke < 

and ki, kj are the index of incoming path at the destination, which can 

be decided accordingly. 

From Proposition 3, the approximation of the probability in (4.10) is given 

by Perucme (3.13), where rric = Wm - ke, rrie = k � 

For example, if no error at the relays, Ci = [0 0 0 0 0 0], C2 = [0 0 1 1 1 0], 

Tj = Assume the first relay node Ri sends error code bit, 

then '厂4 二 Re[a4(a4yi; + n4)], and 7\i关4 = R e [ a * + n ^ ) ] . Accordingly, 

C M i，� - C M 2 , ( H , } 

= a 4 V ^ - n,)] + — n,)] (4.12) 

i=3’5 

Then from Proposition 3, PiE^\Re = {Ri}) = Pe2i-

Following the same way, comparing the codeword Ci with Cm and based 

on (4.10) (4.11), we can get the following probabilities: 

For P2(2) 

P{E'\Re = {R^}. z == 1, 2’ 3 ) = 臺 / ^ 爪 = 3 ) + ？Pe21 

P{E'\RE 二 RJ}. I , J = J ) = + ^PE21 (4.13) 

P{E^\Re = {RuR2.R3})=Pel2 
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For P2 � 

P{E'\Re 二 Z = 1, 2, 3) 二 臺 P ( � = 4 ) + ?Pe31 

P{E'\Re = 队 R]�,hJ = 1,2，3,Z # J) = iPe22 + 臺Pe31 ( ‘ . � 

For P2(8) 

P{E) = P{wm = 3) (4.15) 

A loose upper bound If the code is more complicated, we can use a loose 

upper bound. In fact, from (4.11) we can see that the probability (4.10) is 

greatest when ke = \Re\- Denote k � = \Re\, we can get an upper bound for 

probability (4.10) 

丑e) < P e � - M � = 2 如 , E ( ( � — 二 + ^ _ (4.16) 
k=0 ^ , 

4.2.2 Numerical Results and Discussion 

Up to now, we have got the values of P{Re) and P{E^\Re). Thus we can get 

the upper bound and the lower bound for error probability. The comparisons 

between the simulation result and the calculated bounds by (4.2) and (4.4) are 

in Fig. 4.3. 

From the figure, we can see that the bounds are not very tight. This is due 

to the union bound we use, but they follow the change of the BER curve, and 

at the high SNR region the simulation result is very close to the lower bound. 

In addition, from (4.13) (4.14) we can see the error floor is caused by those 

Pemcme teriiis, which is constant at the high SNR region. In the complete BER 

formula, the terms in P{E'^\Re) are weighted by P{Re) terms, so if we can 

reduce the value of P(Re) the error floor will be reduced subsequently. In other 

words, if we want to have lower error floor, we have to reduce the probability 

that the relay nodes send error code bits. 
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Figure 4.3: Simulation result and calculated bounds of bit error rate for ^SR = 
2MB, for fixed cooperative coding system. 

4.3 Adaptive Cooperative Coding 

From the discussion in last section, to lower down the error floor, we should 

reduce the probability of relay nodes sending error code bits, for which we 

propose an adaptive cooperative coding protocol in this section. This proto-

col does some error-detecting processing at the relay nodes, and encodes the 

incoming symbols according to the check results. The performance analysis 

in the following part of this section, together with the simulation result, will 

show the effectivity of this protocol. 

Adaptive Cooperative Coding Protocol First, the source nodes take 

turns to send their data messages, which are received by both the relay and 

the destination. At the relay node, error detection is performed on the symbol 

from each source node. If some symbol is detected in error, it will be omitted 

from the encoding process at the relay node, by changing the corresponding 

element in the generator matrix to zero. For example, if at the 1st relay node 

the symbol from the 2nd source node is in detection error,奶4 is set to "0". 

Then the relay will inform the destination which symbol has been omitted and 

the destination node will change the detecting scheme accordingly. In fact, it 
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can be explained intuitively that the relay node only helps the source node 

whose transmission to that relay node is reliable. 

This adaptive protocol is somehow similar to the "relay selection protocol" 

in Chapter 3, but there is a major difference, which makes this adaptive can-

didate more attractive. For the relay selection protocol, as long as the symbol 

from one source node is in detection error, the relay will quit the cooperation. 

However, there is the chance that even when some symbols are detected incor-

rectly the encoded symbol sending from the relay node is still correct, which 

depends on the generator matrix. The adaptive cooperative coding protocol 

takes this into consideration, and when some error occurs at the relay it adapts 

by changing the generator matrix of cooperative code rather than totally quits 

the cooperation. Compared with relay selection protocol, this adaptive proto-

col can be called as Symbol Selection Protocol. The performance comparison 

of the relay selection protocol and symbol selection protocol for this 3-source 

3-relay system is in Fig. 4.4, together with the non-cooperative case and the 

cooperation system without detection error at the relay. We can see that the 

relay selection protocol in this situation does not achieve full diversity order, 

while the symbol selection protocol can provide full diversity order, and ap-

proaches the performance of the ideal cooperation system without detection 

error at the relay. 

4.3.1 Performance Analysis of Adaptive Cooperative Cod-

ing System 

As in Chapter 3, we use linear block (n^, kd) codes as error-detecting codes. 

We will analyze the bit error rate before decoding the error-correcting code at 

the destination, as the error-detecting code does not provide much coding gain 

in slow fading channel. 

The analysis of the status of the relay node is the same as in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of relay selection protocol and symbol selection pro-
tocol. 

The correct detection probability, P � t h e undetected probability, P^, and the 

probability of detecting error at the relay node, Pd, are given by (3.23). 

The analysis for adaptive cooperative coding system is somehow similar to 

the one in last section, but it is more complicated. For this system, if the sym-

bol from a source node is detected as error at the relay node, the relay will omit 

this symbol, by changing the generator matrix of the cooperative code. There-

fore, the detecting error at different relay nodes and the error symbols from 

different source nodes result in different generator matrices, which complicates 

our analysis. 

Denote the set of parity elements of generator matrix {gij,i = 1, 2, 3, j 二 

4, 5, 6} by Q. If a symbol from a certain source node is in error at the relay 

node, a subset of Q will be changed, denoted by ^ C Q. So the probability 

P2{rn) can be given as 

P2{m) = Y,P2(m\9)P{9) (4.17) 

where P{g) denotes the probability that the subset g have changed. Similar to 

(4.2), the conditional probability P2{rn\g) is given by 

P2{m\g) 二 (4.18) 
ReCn 
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P(凡I") is given by (4.7), where are calculated according to the change 

of the generator matrix. 

To simplify our analysis, we will only calculate 户2(2), and then get the 

upper bound and the lower bound according to (4.5) and (4.4). 

4.3.2 Analysis of 户2(2) 

As the information bits are [0 0 1] for C2, only the changes of 仍4, gss, gse have 

impacts on P2(2). In addition, gse 二 0, so we only have to analyze the change 

of g34 and fe. 

Only one of 仍4 and 仍5 is changed Here we assume "34 is changed. P(g) 

is given by 

P(g) = Pd{l - Pd) (4.19) 

For g), we can do the general way as (4.13), but now the codeword 

C2 becomes [ 0 0 1 0 1 0 ] , which is different from Ci only at the 5th bit in the 

parity part, so we only have to analyze the 2nd relay node: 

(4-20) 

where P'̂  is the undetected error probability at the 2nd relay node for the 

symbol from the 3rd source node, conditioned on the event that 仍5 does not 

change, given by P!̂  = 

Now P(五2|凡，g�is given by 

P{E^\R2 is correct, g) = P{wm = 2) ^̂  ^i) 

Both ff34 and to are changed is given by 

F(g) = Pj (4.22) 
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C2 is [0 0 1 0 0 0], and no relay node plays a part in the system, so 

P{E^\g) = P{wm = 1) (4.23) 

Neither 仍4 nor 仍5 is changed P{g) is given by 

P{9) 二（1 一 Pd)' (4.24) 

C2 becomes [0 0 1 1 1 0), so we have to analyze the 1st and 2nd relay nodes. 

PeR,i\g and PeR,2\g are the same as (4.20). 

Now is given by 

P[E\Ri and R2 are correct, g) = P{wm = 3) 

P(E\Re = {RLlh},g) 二 Pei2 (4.25) 

P{E\Re = {R^}.^ = l.2,g) = Pe2l 

4.3.3 Numerical Results and Discussion 

Substituting the formulas in last section into (4.17) (4.18), we can get the value 

of P2(2)，and then get the bounds through (4.4) and (4.5). For example, we 

take BCH (7,4) code as error-detecting code, whose distance distribution is 

easy to follow. The comparison of the simulation result and calculated bounds 

is shown in Fig. 4.5. The bounds show the achievable diversity order, and 

the lower bound is very close to the simulation result at high SNR region. 

Compared with Fig. 4.3, the error floor is reduced by an order even with such 

simple code. 

There are two types of codes used in the system, cooperative code and 

error-detecting code, and they play different roles. From the formulas in last 

section, we can see those Pemcme terms are weighted by the terms with P � 

and Pd, which are determined by the error-detecting code. So if we use more 

powerful error-detecting code, the error floor will be reduced further. On the 

other hand, the achievable diversity order is decided by the minimum distance 
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Figure 4.5: Simulation result and calculated bounds of bit error rate for adap-
tive cooperative coding system with BCH (7,4) code as error-detecting code. 

of the cooperative code. If we use MDS code instead of the simple linear (6，3) 

cooperative code, for this 3-source 3-relay cooperation system, the achievable 

diversity order will be 4. 

The simulation results for the improved systems are in Fig. 4.6. The 

error-detecting code is BCH (63,45) code, and both cooperation systems apply 

adaptive cooperative coding, one using linear (6,3) code and the other using 

MDS code. The generator matrix for MDS code is [73] 

1 0 0 1 1 1 

G= 0 1 0 1 t t^ 

0 0 1 1 t 

where the coding is performed in GF{4), and t is the root of the primitive 

polynomial ^̂  + t + 1 = 0. 

From Fig. 4.6, we can see that the linear (6,3) cooperative coding system 

achieves diversity order 3, while MDS cooperative coding system can achieve 

diversity order 4. Neither of them shows the error floor in the simulation range. 

So with the adaptive cooperative coding protocol, we can achieve full diversity 

order. 
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Figure 4.6: Simulated results of adaptive cooperative coding systems with 
MDS code and the linear (6,3) code as cooperative codes. 



Chapter 5 

Cooperative Multihop 
Transmission 

Working by cooperating with other transmitting nodes, cooperation transmis-

sion has a great potential in wireless ad hoc networks, where some nodes act 

as relays for others. It can save the transmission energy, improve the relia-

bility, and increase the pathless saving for the system. Ad hoc networks are 

characterized by multihop relaying, but former studies on cooperation systems 

mainly focused on single-hop transmission, so they should be extended to the 

multihop case. 

In [74], the authors introduced the concept of multihop diversity, a coop-

eration system with multihop transmission, where the diversity is achieved by 

receiving signals that have been transmitted by multiple previous nodes along 

a single primary route. It is shown that multihop diversity schemes, both 

decoded and amplified relaying, outperform the traditional multihop trans-

mission. As it is assumed that a decoding error at any intermediate node 

will result in a detection error at the destination node, the decoded relaying 

scheme does not achieve diversity, while the amplified relaying provides full 

diversity order. Although such assumption makes it easier to analyze, it is too 

simple and greatly degrades the system performance. It is possible to improve 

the performance with more advanced detection schemes, such as the A-MRC 

56 
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detector [12] and the optimal maximum likelihood detector [5]. However, the 

state information of previous source-relay and relay-relay channels is required. 

In this chapter, we study the decode-and-forward cooperative multihop 

transmission. We take into consideration the possibility of the relay node 

forwarding error signals, and apply the relay selection protocol in Chapter 3 

to compensate for it. What is available at every node is the channel state 

information of those incoming channels from which it receives symbols, and 

at the destination the maximal ratio combining is applied for all the received 

symbols. 

5.1 System Model 

O > 0 ~ • • • • ~~KD KD 

N, N, Nn_ 丨 N„ 

a. Conventional Multihop Transmission 

b. Multihop Cooperative Transmission 

Figure 5.1: Diagrams for the conventional and the cooperative multihop trans-
mission. 

The diagrams for the conventional and cooperative multihop transmission 

are in Fig. 5.1. Denote Ni as the ith node. The channel is assumed to 

be frequency-flat slow fading, in which the fading coefficient does not change 

during a symbol period. We use the path-loss model based on the network 

geometry, and assign the fading coefficients according to oc where 

dij is the distance between the node Ni and the node N ” and u is the path 

loss exponent depending on the specific propagation environment. We assign 

"=4 here for urban environment. 
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The routing and medium access control are out of the scope of our study, 

and we assume the route is set and there is no contention. The focus is on 

the achieved diversity order at the destination node. The relay nodes are 

first assumed to be uniformly distributed on the route line, and the impact 

of the node distribution will be discussed later. It works in a time-division 

way, i.e., only one node is allowed to transmit during a time slot. Each node 

transmits and receives with a single omni-directional antenna. Simultaneous 

transmission arid reception by any node is not allowed. 

5.1.1 Conventional Multihop Transmission 

For the conventional multihop transmission, each relay node on the route line 

receives the symbol only from last node. In the zth time slot of a transmit 

cycle, the node Ni sends the detected symbol to the node Ni+i. Ni+i receives 

it as 

Vi+l = OLi^i^iy/EiXi + Zi，i+i (5.1) 

where the random variables a i j , = 1, 2 , n , (i < j), denote the fading 

coefficients, which represent the links Ni — Nj, and ^[la^jp] = . They 

are modeled as independent zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables. 

At the zth node, a^^i, k 二 l，2,...,i — 1，are available but no other channel 

state information. Zi,j, = 1, 2 , n , capture the effects of additive receiver 

noise and other forms of interference, and are modeled as zero-mean, mutually 

independent, white complex Gaussian random variables with variance cr̂  = 

N o / 2 per dimension. The total power is constrained as Pi = P . P is 

the power of signal for the equivalent single-hop transmission. We assume the 

power is uniformly assigned, i.e., every node has transmit power P/n. 

The node Ni+i demodulates and detects 队+i as x^+i and forwards to the 

next node, iVi+2. It goes on until the symbol reaches the destination node, and 

one transmit cycle ends. 
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5.1.2 Cooperative Multihop Transmission 

The cooperative multihop transmission works as follows: When one node trans-

mits, all the nodes after it receive the transmitted symbol and store this in-

formation for the following detection. After all the former nodes transmit, the 

current node will combine all the received symbols and do the detection. Be-

fore forwarding the detected symbol, each node will do error-check: if it checks 

no error, it will send a control signal to indicate that it will join the coopera-

tion and forwards the detected symbol; otherwise, it will send a control signal 

to inform other nodes that it will quit the cooperation and does not forward 

the symbol. 

In the first time slot, the source node sends the signal xi. At the zth node 

(z = 2, 3,..., n), the received signal is 

Vi = + (5.2) 

After j time slots, the node Nj+i has received all the symbols from previous 

nodes. It does the maximal ratio combining and get the decision variable as 

U = + ^fcj+i)] (5.3) 
kev 

where T> is the set of those nodes joining the cooperation. This signal is 

detected as Xi+i. Then the node does the error check. If no error is detected, 

it will forward Xi+i to the following nodes; otherwise it will inform other nodes 

that it will not join the cooperation and send nothing. 

5.2 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we will analyze the bit error rate for conventional and cooper-

ative multihop transmission. 

— — — — 
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5.2.1 Conventional Multihop Transmission 

Assuming that an error at an intermediate node will cause an error at the 

destination node, we can get an upper bound for the overall bit error rate for 

L-hop transmission 
L 

P e < l - l [ { l - P e , ^ ^ ^ + l ) (5.4) 
i=l 

where P e ’ “ m is the error probability of the transmission from the node Ni to 

the node iVi+i, given by (1.4). 

5.2.2 Cooperative Multihop Transmission 

First, we give the following proposition to assist our analysis. 

Proposition 4 For a network with n � + rie + 1 nodes, among which ric nodes 

(including the source node) forward correct symbols and rig nodes forward 

wrong symbol due to undetected error, and there is one destination node. 

Denote Sc as the set of the nodes sending correct symbols, and Se as the set of 

the nodes sending error symbols, and \Sc\ = ric and \Se\ = rie. The conditional 

error probability at the destination node for this system is given by 

Pen.nASc.Se) = Prob{U<0) 

—() iz A + JL (A - � ( A + Bj) i i (A + 似(A - 如 
+彻—l y ^ A . yr ^ r r ^ 

(5.5) 

The proof of this proposition is in Appendix A.4. 

This formula is useful for the analysis of cooperative multihop transmission, 

and can give helpful hints for the system design. First, we use it to show the 

achieved diversity order without detection error at the relay nodes. Setting 

ric = 1, 2, 3,4, 5 respectively, and Ue = 0, we calculate the bit error rate using 
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(5.5) and the results are plotted in Fig. 5.2. Here we fix the distance between 

the source node and the destination node, and assume E[\as,D\'̂ ] = 1- It 

clearly demonstrates that the system achieves full diversity order. 
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Figure 5.2: Numerical results of bit error rate for cooperative multihop trans-
mission with no error at intermediate relay node. 

In Fig. 5.3, we get the bit error rate for a 5-hop system, and one of the relay 

nodes forwards error symbol. From the results we can see that the forwarding 

error symbol brings the error floor effect. The nearer the relay node to the 

destination, the more impact it has on the system performance. Although the 

performance is degraded, it may still be acceptable if the neighbor nodes of the 

destination forward correct symbols, which is possible as the diversity order 

increases as the node gets closer to the destination. Therefore, it is unrealistic 

to assume error propagation that error detection at the intermediate node 

causes error at the destination as in [74]. In the proposed multihop cooperative 

transmission, we use an adaptive protocol and the probability for relay node 

to forward error symbol is greatly reduced. 

BER Analysis for Multihop Cooperative Transmission 

We use linear block code as error-detection scheme, and as in last two chapters 

we use an ( � ’ k )̂ BCH code. 
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Figure 5.3: Numerical results of BERs for 5-hop cooperative transmission, 
with one relay node in error 

Denote the probabilities: 

• = 1) = Pro6(Node Ni forwards the correct signal). 

• P{Si = 2) = Pro6(Node Ni forwards an error signal). 

• P[Si = 3) = Pro6(Node Ni declares an error, and quit the cooperation). 

where Si, i = 2, 3,..., n — 1, are the statuses of all the relay nodes, and the 

statuses of different relay nodes are independent, i.e., P{Si, Sj) = P{Si)P{Sj). 

For simplicity, we denote Pd = P{Si = 1)，Pei = P{Si = 2)，and Pdi = P{Si = 

3). 

Therefore, the bit error rate of the system can be written as 

Pe= PencnASc, …，尸 ( 5 ^ 2 , … ’ ^n-l) (5.6) 
•S“i=2，3’…，n-1 

This BER is before decoding at the destination. In slow fading channel, this 

BER is close to that of the overall system. 

We take 2-hop and 3-hop as examples to give the bit error rate for cooper-

ative transmission. 
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2-hop cooperative transmission 

This is a special case for single-source multiple-relay cooperation system we 

studied in Chapter 3, for n^ = 二 1. The probabilities of relay statuses, 

Pc2, Pe2, Pd2, are given by (3.23). 

Based on (5.6), the bit error rate for this 2-hop cooperative transmission 

system is 

+ Pe2Pell({iVi},{iV2}) (5.7) 

3-hop cooperative transmission 

Pswz is give by 

二 âi,3，ĉ2，3[(l -尸3 (五I购，3, 3)广] (5.8) 

where 

尸3(五丨̂̂1’3，0̂2，3) = Pc2Q(y2(|ai’3|2 + |a2’3|2)73) 

+ — 卜 ( 5 . 9 ) 

Then with (3.19) and (3.23), we can get Pe3, Pd3, and Pes. 
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The bit error rate for 3-hop cooperative transmission is 

Pe = Pc2Pc3Pe30{{Ni,N2.N3}A^}) 

+ Pd2Pd3Pel0{{N,}A^}) 

+ Pd2Pe3Peu{{N,},{N3}) 

+ Pe2Pc3Pe2l{{NuNs}A^2}) 

+ Pe2Pd3Pen{{Ni}A^2}) 

+ Pe2Pe3Pel2(W},{iV2,^3}) (5.10) 

5.2.3 Numerical Results 

We use the BCH (63,45) code as the error-detecting code. The distance be-

tween the source node and the destination node is normalized, and the fading 

coefficient E[\ai^n?] 二 1. The simulated and calculated results for 2-hop and 

3-hop multihop transmission, both conventional and cooperative, are in Fig. 

5.4 and Fig. 5.5. (5.4) is used to calculate the theoretical BER for conventional 

multihop transmission. From the results, we can see that both 2-hop and 3-

hop cooperative transmissions achieve full diversity order, and the calculated 

results fit the simulated curves well. At low SNR region, the conventional 

system outperforms the cooperative system due to the error-detecting code. 

5.3 Discussion 

5.3.1 Cooperative Range 

To derive the error rate for the cooperation system, we have to make an ex-

pectation to get Psw as in (5.8), which is difficult for a large L. However, for 
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Figure 5.4: Numerical and simulation results of BERs of 2-hop conventional 
and cooperate transmission. 
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the cooperative multihop transmission, do we need to consider large L? The 

farther the relay nodes to the current node, the less it contributes to the de-

tection at this node. In addition, if we consider to receive from all the former 

nodes, all the remaining nodes on the routing line have to keep active and 

receive the signal every time slot, which is a waste of energy. If we only detect 

based on the symbols from several nodes immediately before the considering 

node, it will be more efficient and energy-saving. 

We use (5.5) to analyze the system performance with different L. Here L 

means the number of previous nodes taken into consideration at the current 

node. Applying (5.5) as the performance criterion for the system, we assume 

that the transmission between former relay nodes are reliable, so this is the 

best we can do. We assume each node has transmit power P and the distance 

between neighboring nodes are the s a m e , 别 ^；州門 = 1 . In Fig. 5.6, we 

calculate the BER for L = 1,2,3,4,10. We can see that before 20dB, for 

L > 3, the performance does not improve much with the increase of L. So it is 

sufficient to consider the symbols from 3 former nodes. The simulated results 

for a 5-hop cooperative transmission, Z； 二 3’ 5’ are in Fig. 5.7. The curves for 

L = 3 and L = 5 are close to each other, with the difference less than IdB. So 

we can apply L 二 3 in practical system. 

10° , , , r , r I—— 
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- 4 - h o p transmission s 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of cooperative transmissions for different L, L = 
1,2,3，4,10. 
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Figure 5.7: Simulation results of 5-hop cooperative transmission for L = 3,5 

5.3.2 Relay Node Distribution 

During the discussion in last section, we assume that the relay nodes are evenly 

distributed on the route line. But this is not the usual case, and next we will 

discuss the impact of the relay distribution on the system performance. 

Denote D as the distribution matrix of the distances between the source 

and relay nodes, D = {<^1,0^2,(in-i}, where di is the distance between the 

2th node and the destination node. We analyze different relay distribution for 

a 3-hop cooperative transmission and use (5.10) to calculate the bit error rate. 

The distance from source to the destination is normalized to 3. The distance 

distributions we consider include 
• D = {3, 2,1}: the uniform distribution 

• D = {3, 2.9, 2.8}: 2 relays are near the source 

• D = {3,1.5,1.4}: 2 relays are in the middle of the source and the desti-

nation 

• D = {3,0.2,0.1}: 2 relays are near the destination 
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• D = {3, 2.9,0.1}: 1 relay is near the source and the other is near the 

destination 

The results are in Fig. 5.8. Compared with the conventional 3-hop trans-

mission in Fig. 5.5, all 5 cooperative transmissions achieve diversity order near 

3 and only shift from each other with several dB. The evenly distributed one 

performs the best, and the one with both relay nodes near the destination 

has the largest BER. Therefore, it is better to assign those evenly distributed 

nodes as the relays for cooperative multihop transmission. 

, , , . .——. . 
令 D=�3. 2.9. 2.81 

- „ D=(3, 1.5. 1.4) 
0=13 0.2 0.11 
D=[3. 2.9,0.1] 

國 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

SNR(dB) 

Figure 5.8: Simulated results of BERs for different distance distributions. 

5.3.3 Power Allocation and Distance Distribution (2-

hop Case) 

For 2-hop cooperative transmission, with (5.7) and (3.23), we can do optimal 

power allocation or choose optimal distance distribution. The scenario for 2-

hop transmission is as Fig. 5.9. The total power is P, and we assign aP to the 

aP ( l - a ) P 
CM ^ b K) 
1 2 3 

Figure 5.9: Diagram of 2-hop cooperative transmission. 

— — — — 
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source node and (1 - a)P to the relay node, 0 < a < 1. The distance between 

the source and the destination is normalized to one, and the distance between 

the relay and the destination is 6，0 < 6 < 1. 

By setting ^ = 0, we can get the optimal value of a for a fixed b. Sim-

ilarly, by setting ^ = 0, we can get the optimal distance distribution for a 

given power allocation. There is no closed form solution, but we can get the 

numerical result. 

10� , , r , , , . — — , . , . 3 
I + alpha=0.5I 
I e- optimal alpha I 

10"' 

: : : : 

1°、：：：：：：:::::幅 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
SNR(dB) 

Figure 5.10: Simulation results of BERs with even power allocation and opti-
mal power allocation. 

In Fig. 5.10, we compare the BER for the system with even power allo-

cation and the one with optimal power allocation, with b = 0.5. We can see 

that with optimal power allocation, we can get IdB SNR gain. However, to 

do power allocation, channel state information (CSI) is required at the trans-

mitter, which in our assumption is unavailable, and generally it is difficulty to 

get. Therefore, it is practical for us to do equal power allocation in cooperative 

multihop transmission. 

In Fig. 5.11, we compare the BER for the system with even distance 

distribution and the one with optimal distance distribution, with equal power 

allocation. We can see that with optimal distance distribution, we can only 

get 0.5dB gain. This confirms our conclusion in last section that we should try 
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Figure 5.11: Simulation results of BERs with even distance distribution and 
optimal distance distribution. 

to assign those evenly distributed nodes as relay nodes in practical systems. 

5.4 Cooperation in General Wireless Ad Hoc 

Networks 

So far, we have studied single-hop single/mutiple-source multiple-relay coop-

eration system and multihop cooperative transmission. In this section, we 

discuss the possible ways to extend it to the general wireless ad hoc network 

settings. 

A wireless ad hoc network comprises mobile devices that use wireless trans-

mission for communication, and the mobile devices also serve as relays for 

each other due to the limited range of wireless transmission of these devices, 

resulting in multihop transmission. To do user cooperation in wireless ad hoc 

networks, cooperative multihop transmission is one way to achieve cooperative 

diversity. Another way of exploiting cooperation is to apply multipath routing 

into wireless ad hoc networks. In [75], the authors utilized a mesh structure 

which yielded no extra overhead to provide multiple alternate routes, which 
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were used only when the primary route was disconnected. A multipath ex-

tension of dynamic source routing (DSR) was proposed in [76], in which al-

ternate routes were maintained and used when the primary one failed. These 

two schemes can be regarded as selective diversity for multihop transmission. 

Based on DSR, in [77] the authors proposed the Multipath Source Routing 

(MSR), in which the load were distributed between multiple routing paths, so 

it improved the throughput. On the other hand, [78] applied the diversity cod-

ing [79] into multipath routing, adding some overhead to each packet, which 

was then fragmented into small blocks and distributed over the available paths, 

so it provided extra protection against routing failures. 

But all these schemes only do repetition or do coding at the source node. As 

demonstrated in the adaptive cooperative coding system, additional process-

ing at the relay nodes will improve the efficiency. Naturally, it will remind 

us of network coding. In fact, all the mentioned schemes fall in the domain 

of network coding theory [80, 81, 82, 83]. In the paradigm of network cod-

ing, intermediate nodes can encode incoming information received from the 

input links before it is transmitted on the output links, and thus improve the 

throughput. 

5.4.1 Cooperation Using Linear Network Codes 

In wireless communications, the transmission between two nodes suffers from 

the fading channel, the transceiver noise and other interference, so the informa-

tion transmission on such link is not free of noise. Therefore, the assumption 

of the noise-free channel made in [80, 81] is not applicable here. But the 

principles are similar, as our interest is the number of independently fading 

links between the source and the destination, which can be measured by the 

minimum cut between the source node and the destination node. To apply 

network coding in a wireless cooperation system, we should first clarify some 
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characteristics in the wireless networks. 

1. For transmission, the nodes in the cooperation system can only broadcast 

to other nodes, which means in a transmission cycle the messages on the 

output channels from any node T are the same. 

2. The node can not transmit and receive at the same time. 

3. To avoid interference, only one node is allowed to transmit in a certain 

transmission range. 

4. Due to the fading channel, the transmission to the intermediate nodes is 

not reliable, so every node should check the incoming symbol or monitor 

the input channel to decide whether to send the encoded symbol or not. 

5. Due to last point and the possible mobility of the node, the network 

topology will change from time to time. 

Such networks are represented by the directed acyclic graphs. 

Notation: we denote the source node and the destination node by S and 

D, and the value of max flow between S and any non-source node T is 

rnaxflowiT). Let F be a finite field, and the information source generates 

a vector a: 二 (rci ;r2 . . . x^) in F � . In(T) denotes the set of edges incoming at 

T, and Out(T) denotes the set of edges outgoing from T. Assume that there 

are uj imaginary channels ending at the source node. The network code can 

be described either by local encoding kernel {kde} or global encoding kernel 

{ / e } , which are defined below. 

Local description of a linear network code on an acyclic network 

(Definition 2.4 in [84]) Let F be a finite field and u a positive integer. 

An cj-dimensional F-valued linear network code on an acyclic communication 

network consists of a scalar kd,e, called the local encoding kernel, for every 
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adjacent pair (d,e). Meanwhile, this local encoding kernel at the node T means 

the I / n ( T ) | x | Out{T) | matrix Kt = [kd,e]dan{T),eeOutiT)-

Global description of a linear network code on an acyclic network 

(Definition 2.5 in [84]) Let F be a finite field and u a positive integer. 

An cj-dimensional F-valued linear network code on an acyclic communication 

network consists of a scaler kd,e for every adjacent pair (d,e) in the network as 

well as an cj-dimensional column vector /e for every channel e such that: 

fe = E d e / n ( : r ) � ’ e / d , wheiG e G Out(T). 

2. The vector fe for the u imaginary channels e G In{S) form the natural 

basis of the vector space 尸 . 

The vector fe is called the global encoding kernel for the channel e. 

Design Criterion 

Assume that there are M edge-disjoint links between S and D. We say that a 

transmission system can achieve diversity order L if any L — 1 links between the 

source and the destination fail, the transmitted message [x(si), a;(52),x(5a；)] 

can still be decoded from the information on the remaining M — L -h 1 links, 

which requires that the dimension of the global encoding kernels on these links 

is greater than or equals cj. The maximum diversity order is achieved when 

M —L+1 = UJ, and the symbols on every set of M—L+1 links are independent, 

corresponding to that every M - L + 1 global encoding kernels on different 

links are linearly independent. This maximum achievable diversity order is 

M + 1 - cj. 

A cross layer thinking will be helpful for the system design here. For ex-

ample, we can use the algorithms in multipath routing to get the routing 

information on different path, and then can get the graph for coding design, 
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which will be sent to the intermediate nodes and the destination before trans-

mitting data packets. From the network coding theory, we also can do the 

random coding if the field size is sufficiently large, as did in [85] for Avalanche. 

5.4.2 Single-Source Single-Destination Systems 

B C Z O ® 
N 

Figure 5.12: The equivalent graph for the single-source single-destination net-
work. 

If maxflow{D) = N“ we can find Ni edge-disjoint paths from S to D. 

The graph for this system is in Fig. 5.12. There are two encoding schemes as 

follows: 

1. To achieve the maximum diversity order, L = Ni, we can set the local 

encoding kernels of the intermediate nodes on those disjoint paths to be 

T . 

2. To increase the throughput and get diversity order L, L < Ni, we can 

use an {Ni, Â / — L + 1) MDS code, applying the linear processing on the 

information data, and send code bits on Ni disjoint paths. Again, the 

local encoding kernels for those intermediate nodes are set to be "1". 

This is in fact a special form of multipath routing. Scheme 1 is the same 

to [77], and scheme 2 is the same to [78]. There is a tradeoff between the 

robustness and the throughput. The schemes in [75，76] can be viewed as a 

selective combining, where only one path is used. Our study of single-source 

multiple-relay in Chapter 3 is a single-hop case for scheme 1. 

It is also possible to further increase the robustness, by applying the same 

scheme on some intermediate node on a certain path, whose link to the next 
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node is not so reliable. This can be done in a cross-layer way, using the 

knowledge of physical layer when routing. 

5.4.3 Multiple-Source Single-Destination Systems 

If there are some nodes near each other intending to transmit packets to the 

same destination, more advanced network codes can be applied to increase the 

efficiency. Assume there are k source node, ^i, S ' 2 , S k , one destination node 

D, and other intermediate node Ti, as in Fig. 5.13. 

Figure 5.13: The diagram for the multiple-source single-destination network. 

Maximum Diversity Order If there are Nin input channels into the des-

tination node, then the maximum achievable diversity order is Nin - A: + 1, 

which can be achieved if the minimum cut between every source node Si and 

the destination node D is Nin — k 1. 

To get the equivalent graph of this system, we first do some pre-processing: 

• Add a node So, which has links to all the source node. The input channel 

of every source is one of the imaginary channels. This transforms the 

problem into a single-source one, which is studied thoroughly [80, 81]. 
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• Broadcast: add an extra node T/ to every non-source non-destination 

node 7], where there is a link between the added node and the existing 

node, and the output channels for the added node is those for the original 

node, which means the global encoding codes for these channels are the 

same, indicating broadcast. 

• Split the Nin input channels to the destination into {^jr) sets, and the 

channels in each set are linked to an imaginary node Di,i = 1，2,.. •, m, m 二 

The resulting equivalent graph is in Fig. 5.14. If the global encoding kernels 

for the input channels to every imaginary destination node Di are linearly 

independent, we will be able to decode the data from k source nodes at every 

A , which means for the real destination node D we can do the decoding if 

we get any k channels, and this subsequently means that we get a diversity 

order of Nin - k + l . The network code can give such linearly independence, if 

rnaxflow{Di) 二 A; on this equivalent graph, and the algorithm for the linear 

multicast network code [86] can be applied. The linear multicast network code 

for this equivalent graph is the cooperative code we need for the original graph. 

If for some A , max flow (JDi) < k, the maximum achievable diversity will 

be lower than Nin — /c + 1 for some source nodes. But for those nodes the 

minimum cuts between which and the destination D are Nin — k + l, can they 

achieve full diversity order? For m = 2, it is true as suggested in [87]; but for 

m > 2, it becomes rather complicated. 

The multiple-source multiple-relay cooperation system we studied in Chap-

ter 4 is a special case of single-hop transmission. The equivalent graph for this 

example is in Fig. 5.15, where nodes 1, 2, 3 denote the source nodes and node 

4, 5, 6 are the relay nodes, and S is the imaginary source node. 
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Figure 5.14: The equivalent graph for the multiple-source single-destination 
network. 

會 
Figure 5.15: The equivalent graph for a 3-source 3-relay cooperation system. 
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The generator matrix for the linear (6, 3) code is 

1 0 0 0 1 1 

G = 0 1 0 1 0 1 

0 0 1 1 1 0 

Denote fd as the global encoding kernel for the output channel from node 

i. Then for this code 

/el = [1 0 0 广 

/e2 = [0 1 Of 

/e3 二 [0 0 ir 
/e4=[0 1 I p 

/e5 = [l 0 I f 

/ e 6 = [ l 1 0 严 

In Chapter 4, we decided the achievable diversity order by minimum Ham-

ming distance of the code, and here we can use network coding theory to 

analyze it. /e4, /es, and fee are linearly dependent, so this code could not 

achieve full diversity order. For example, if the channels (1, D), (2, D) and 

(3, D) fail, the transmitted symbols Xi, X2 and xs could not be decoded from 

the information on the three remaining channels. In fact, the dimension of each 

set of four global encoding kernel is 3，so we can decode 3 messages from the 

messages on every four channels, which means the achievable diversity order 

is 3, as we demonstrated in Chapter 4. 

We also analyzed the system which used Maximum Distance Separable 

(MDS) code as cooperative code, and showed that all three source nodes 

achieved full diversity order. The generator matrix for this MDS code is 

1 0 0 1 1 1 
G = 0 1 0 1 t t^ 

0 0 I 1 t^ t 
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where the coding is performed in GF(4), and t is the root of the primitive 

polynomial + f + 1 = 0. 

For this code, the global encoding kernels are 

/el 二 [1 0 0]^ 

fe2 = [0 1 o r 

/e3 = [0 0 1]^ 

/e4 = [1 1 I f 

/e5 = [1 t t Y 

fee = [1 f t f 

For this code, every 3 encoding kernel are linearly independent, so this code 

can achieve full diversity order. This is just as we demonstrated in Chapter 4. 

As stated in [84], MDS code is a special case of generic linear network code. 
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Conclusion 

In this thesis, we investigate the cooperative communications in wireless net-

works. The systems we studied include the single-source multiple-relay coop-

eration systems, the multiple-source multiple-relay cooperation system, and 

the cooperative multihop transmission systems. We investigate the protocol 

designs and general coding strategies, which shows great prospect of further 

effort in this area. As we make a realistic assumption of the channel state 

information, we pay special attention on the analysis of the impact of error 

detection at the intermediate relay nodes. To compensate for the error at 

the relay, we propose adaptive protocols: the relay selection protocol for the 

single-source multiple-relay cooperation systems, the symbol selection protocol 

for the multiple-source multiple-relay cooperation systems, and the adaptive 

transmission protocol for the cooperative multihop transmission systems. One 

of the major contributions of this thesis is the derivations and the theoretical 

results on the performance of these cooperative communication systems, which 

is of great value for the further study. All these proposed schemes, together 

with many current studies on the cooperative communications, fall in the do-

main of the network coding theory, which we state in Chapter 5 and apply this 

to design cooperative protocol for general wireless ad hoc networks. 

There are still many open problems in this area. From the fundamen-

tal information-theoretic study to the practical implementation into current 

80 
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wireless systems. The capacity-related study of the wireless network with user 

cooperation is just at its beginning. Cooperative communications have demon-

strated their advantages, but in the practical systems there will always be some 

tradeoffs, such as the tradeoff between the complexity involving in cooperation 

system, the corresponding power consumption, and the throughput improve-

ment. Such study will be interesting and useful. Resource allocation, such as 

power allocation and channel assignment, is another important topic, and also 

the cross-layer design issue to improve the performance. In a word, to get full 

benefit from the cooperation in wireless networks, there is still a long way to 

go, and it requires us researchers to keep on exploring. 
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Appendix A 

Proof of Proposition 1-4 

A. l Proof of Proposition 1 

“1” is assumed to be sent from the source node. In this situation, one of the 

relays, assuming node 3, detects incorrectly and forwards the error symbol to 

the destination node. At the receiver, the decision variable becomes 

Zi = R e [ a l { a i ^ b + ni )+a; {a2\/%-hn2) -^a; { -a3y/Wb^n3)] (A.l) 

The characteristic function of Zi conditioned on the fading coefficients is 

•叫 = 1,2,3] = e x p ^ a i l ^ ^ ^ - y |ai| V ] 

• e x p [ j . 如 | 2 源 — & 2 I V ] . e x p [ - 沖 力 “ 3 間 ( A . 2 ) 

where is the fading coefficient of the channel between node i and the desti-

nation node, cr2 is the variance of the noise. 

Making the expectation on fading coefficients a ,̂ we can get the uncondi-

tional characteristic function 

碰 = 們 = 一 ) ] i u ^ j Z - m (A.3) 

where 
. V t c p vTTTc-VTC 

A = , £> = 
aj (77 
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As "1" is assumed to be sent, the error occurs when the decision variable 

< 0. As the characteristic function is defined as 

小zM 二 五[e一] = r pzi � e - i d z i (A.4) 
J-oo 

the pdf of Zi is given by the inverse Fourier integral 

PzA^i)= ‘ 厂 小 z M e - ] � u (A.5) 
27r J-oo 

So Prob{Zi < 0) is given by 

P r o 6 ( Z i < 0 ) = [ pzM)dzi 
J-oo 

=r r 如人 

J-oo LJTT J—� � 
1 /•⑷ 「 厂 0 . 1 

=7r My) / e’idzi du 
二oo ^J-oo � 

二 - 冗 、 為 U (A.6) 
如3 J - o c + j e U 

The bit error rate 

Pel = PToh{Z, < 0) = 厂 作 ^^^du (A.7) 
如3 J-oc+je U 

can be evaluated by closing the contour in the upper half plane and using the 

Cauchy's residue theorem: The integral of g{z) over a closed contour is equal 

to 27Vj times the sum of the residues at the poles of g(z). The residue at a 

pole of order m at z = a is given by 

二 六 … 丽 ( A . 8 ) 

The residues of (pzi (u)/u at u = Aj and u = Bj are 

—3 - 2AB - 4召2 

厂2 = By{A + B) 
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So, we can get the BER at the receiver when one relay forwards the error 

symbol as 

D 1 � � I �i 43 - 2AB - 3B2 
Pel 二 —妒”+。 )丨= 4 0 4 - B m + B) - B 

(A.9) 

A.2 Proof of Proposition 2 

In this situation, both relays detect incorrectly and forward the error symbol 

to the destination node. At the receiver, the decision variable becomes 

Z2 二 + + + + + (A.IO) 

The corresponding characteristic function is 

� 12 
F f p — 二 A B A B 

^ ^ “ {u-jA){u + jB) [{u^-jA){u-jB)\ � . ) 

The error occurs when the decision variable Z2 < 0. As (A.7), the bit error 

rate is 

Pe2 = PT0h{Z2 < 0) = — f 一 ^^du (A.12) 
2” J-oo+je ^ 

Applying Cauchy's residue theorem, we can get the BER at the receiver 

when one relay forwards the error symbol 

— B^ 3 9召2 — 2AB - 13) 

A.3 Proof of Proposition 3 

At the high SNR region, the decision variable Z3 is mainly decided by the 

fading coefficients, and the additive Gaussian noise does not play a signifi' 

cant role. For a cooperation system with rrie relays in detection error and 恢 
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nodes (including source node) correctly detected, we approximate the decision 

variable at the destination as 

j=l 

All the fading coefficients ai are i.i.d. Denote 伐=lo^ip.伐 is exponentially 

distributed with pdf f ( 3 人 u ) = 如 - f o r zx > 0, where E[\ai\^] = 2千. 

We can get the characteristic function of Z3 as 

= ( - 力 me+m— + 杀 ) — (A.15) 

As (A.7), the error bit rate is 

尸emcme = Proh[Z^ < 0] 

=— _ ^「作 1 1 ^ 

Closing the contour around the upper half plane and applying the residue 

theorem, we have 

1 1 r̂ue-l rj 
P - f.y-V?/ -J- J—^-'^c^ I 
隱一 (_l)me(2yj)mc+me (n - 1)! 1 ̂ ^ 、十 2)2 ̂  ) 

(A.17) 
Differentiating it results 

A.4 Proof of Proposition 4 

"1" is assumed to be sent from the source node. At the destination node TV打 

(n = Tic + Tie + 1), the decision variable is 

Z4 = 二(QV^ + + Y^ + Zj,n)] (A.19) 
i&Sc jeSe 

where oq,�are mutually independent complex Gaussian random variables, and 

Zi,j are additive Gaussian noise. |<Sc| = ric and \Se\ = rie. 
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The unconditional characteristic function of U4 is 

二 TT TT A]B] 
一 — 召 八 ) ( “ - 」 召 . 

where 
• 

Ai = \/l + \hi—n 
Cr卜ri(7n L . 

= ^ \/l 
CTi—nCTn [ . 

As (A.7)，the bit error rate is 

1 /"oo+je 1 
Proh{Z, < 0) = / 0 Z 4⑷一 (A.21) 

J-oo+je U 

Applying Cauchy's residue theorem, we can get the BER at the destination 

node for this system as (5.5). 
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